125 YEARS OF RESILIENCE
“This year, we are proud to celebrate Reunert’s 125-year anniversary.
In a world that has changed so much over this time, this is an amazing
achievement and one which is both humbling and worthy of reflection.
For today’s leadership of the group, this milestone also amplifies the ongoing
responsibility we have to make decisions that will steer the group forward
with confidence, and deliver value for all our stakeholders into the future.”
TREVOR MUNDAY, CHAIRMAN

125 YEARS
2013 ANNUAL INTEGRATED REPORT

ABOUT THIS REPORT

his is Reunert’s third annual integrated
report and is prepared primarily for
providers of financial capital.
It covers the strategy and performance of Reunert Limited and
its subsidiaries (the Reunert group) for the financial year ending
30 September 2013 and its future prospects.
The annual integrated report is our primary report and includes
abridged financial statements. Our full annual financial
statements and sustainability report supplement the annual
integrated report and can be found at www.reunert.co.za.

ASSURANCE
Reunert follows the combined assurance model proposed
by King III.
§§ Management provides the Reunert board of directors and
its delegated committees with assurance that risk
management is integrated into day-to-day activities.
§§ Internal audit, which is overseen by the audit committee,
assesses the effectiveness of Reunert’s system of
internal control.
§§ Our external auditor, Deloitte & Touche (Deloitte), expresses
an opinion on the fair representation of the group’s audited
annual financial statements.

REPORTING FRAMEWORKS
In preparing this report, we have taken cognisance of the:
§§ International Integrated Reporting Council’s Consultation
Draft published in April 2013;
§§ King Report on Corporate Governance for South Africa,
2009 (King III Code);
§§ Companies Act 71 of 2008 (Companies Act);
§§ JSE Listings Requirements;
§§ International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS); and
§§ Global Reporting Initiative guidelines (GRI G3.1 and G4).
Our approach to integrated reporting will evolve further as the
framework is bedded down and as our reporting structures
mature into integrating financial and non-financial information.

SCOPE AND BOUNDARIES
The Reunert group operates mainly in South Africa with
minor operations in Australia, Lesotho, USA and Zimbabwe.
This report covers subsidiary, joint venture and investment
companies which we control, share joint control of or
significantly influence. Managed operations are disclosed
on a 100% basis and, on a 50% basis, for our joint venture in
telecom cables. The Cafca operation in Zimbabwe is not
included in the numbers as its contribution is regarded as
insignificant and the group does not have management control.
Data comparisons are provided for at least three years.
All items are reported on a like-for-like basis, with no
major restatements.

DEFINING MATERIALITY
We define a material issue as one that would have a significant
impact on the sustainable performance or prospects of
Reunert, should it occur. This includes material financial,
economic, social, environmental and governance issues. The
material issues discussed on pages 12 and 13 of this report
were identified through our strategic review processes, input
from key stakeholders, media reviews and desktop research.
Our main stakeholders, how we engage with them in the
value-creation process, and their expectations, are set out
on pages 16 to 17.

INTERNAL AUDIT

MANAGEMENT

2

1

COMBINED
ASSURANCE

EXTERNAL AUDIT
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The group’s audit and risk committees are responsible for
ensuring that the combined assurance model introduced by
the King III Code is applied to provide a co-ordinated approach
to all assurance activities. These committees are also
responsible for ensuring that the combined assurance
received is appropriate to address all the significant risks
facing the group.
Non-financial information has not been externally assured.
Instead, the internal audit function has assessed the
completeness and accuracy of a sample of information
presented in the integrated report. In total, 16 of the
GRI performance indicators have been tested.
The board is satisfied that this internal review is sufficient
at this time. The board will periodically consider the need to
obtain appropriate external assurance to ensure that the
company remains in step with its peers in assuring the
integrity of the report.
We believe our reporting meets the requirements of
a level B report in terms of the GRI G3.1 guidelines.
The GRI contents table is available online.
Broad-based black economic empowerment (BBBEE) ratings
and various international standards (ISO) are externally
assured. This information can be found on pages 72 and 74.
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this annual integrated report. The directors confirm that
they have assessed the content and believe the report
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Certain statements in this report may be regarded as
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CODE OF ETHICS

Our values are embedded in the
Reunert code of ethics. The group
started a process of refreshing the
values at all of its underlying entities
in the current year. Group values will
be revisited and potentially refined to
reflect the collective values of the
operations in the 2014 financial year.
For now, each employee is expected to follow the
code, which states:

§§ Conduct yourself honourably and in the best
interests of the company

§§ Abide by all laws and regulations
§§ Avoid all conflicts of interest between work and
personal affairs

§§ Act in good faith, with integrity and honesty
§§ Foster an environment in which people are
encouraged to be open

§§ Respect one another and act in a
non-discriminatory manner

§§ Act in a socially responsible way
§§ Protect the environment and our natural
resources

For more information on our approach towards
ethical behaviour refer to our governance and
sustainability reports.
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Sustainability report

WHO WE ARE

58

Corporate governance

OTHER
PROPERTY PORTFOLIO
GROUP ADMINISTRATION

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING

INFORMATION COMMUNICATION
TECHNOLOGIES

DEFENCE & ALLIED ELECTRONICS

CBI-ELECTRIC: AFRICAN CABLES

NASHUA OFFICE AUTOMATION

REUTECH RADAR

CBI-ELECTRIC: LOW VOLTAGE

NASHUA MOBILE

REUTECH COMMUNICATIONS

CBI-ELECTRIC: ATC ABERDARE
TELECOM CABLES (50%)

NASHUA COMMUNICATIONS

REUTECH SOLUTIONS

PANSOLUTIONS

FUCHS ELECTRONICS

QUINCE

RC&C MANUFACTURING

Reunert is

125 this year. Established in 1888 by

Today we manage a diversified portfolio of businesses in the

Theodore Reunert and Otto Lenz, the company has

fields of electrical engineering, information communication

contributed to the South African economy in numerous ways

technologies, and defence and allied electronics. The group

over the years. The group was listed on the JSE in 1948 and is

operates mainly in South Africa with minor operations situated

included in the industrial goods and services (electronic and

in Australia, Lesotho, USA and Zimbabwe. Our headquarters

electrical equipment) sector of the JSE [ticker symbol: RLO].

are based in Woodmead, Sandton.

The group’s principle objectives are to deliver sustainable growth in its businesses and earnings.
We endeavour to seek meaningful growth opportunities that are either compatible with our leading
competencies or that are sensible and strategically aligned extensions of our existing businesses.
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OUR HISTORY
Reunert’s centenary annual
general meeting is scheduled
to take place on 17 February.

The investment in Nokia Siemens Networks is sold.
ECN Telecommunications is acquired to counteract the
demise of the least-cost router business in Nashua Mobile.

2014

2011
2012

2009

ECN and Nashua Communications merge to
form a converged communications business:
Nashua Communications.

Reunert exits Panasonic consumer
business but retains its interest in
PBX and business solutions and
acquires 100% of Siemens Enterprise
Communications.
The business is subsequently renamed
Nashua Communications.

Reunert Computers is sold to Technology Systems International.
The company buys the remaining 30% interest that Heinemann
USA held in Circuit Breaker Industries (CBI).
Reunert acquires a 50% interest in Telephone Manufacturers
of SA (Temsa), strengthening its telecommunications interests.
Reunert now has four divisions: electrical, telecommunications,
consumer and commercial, and defence and allied.

Reunert and Siemens jointly
acquire 67% of African Cables.

1987

1991

1992

1990
Barlow Rand restructures and Reutech, together with
GEC companies and CBI, forms the Reunert Ltd group
within the Barlow Industries stable.
Reunert acquires Sandock Austral, manufacturers of
driveline and off-road specialist vehicle systems for the
mining industry and security forces.

Reunert restructures to create five divisions: Electronics (Reutech),
Telecommunications & Resource Monitoring, Electrical Engineering
(GEC Alsthom), Cables and Circuit Breakers, and Mechanical
(Reumech).
African Cables acquires the entire issued capital of Siemens Cables.
Reunert increases its holding in African Cables to 40%.

Reunert acquires a further 30% shareholding in
ATC bringing its stake to 55%.
Heinemann, Fuchs Electrical Industries and Heiqwa
are rationalised by merging various operations.

The company has three main business areas:
electrical products, distributing the products of
Fenner of England, and locomotive equipment.

1980

1986

1983
Rivals seek to wrest control from existing shareholders
and Barlow Rand is chosen as a majority holder
to provide umbrella protection. The name Lenz is
dropped, the company is incorporated into Barlows
and becomes known as Reunert Limited. The company
enters the computer business.
Nashua is acquired by the Barlows Group.
At the height of the Kimberley diamond rush,
Theodore Reunert, an enterprising young
engineer from Leeds, steps ashore in Cape Town.

1879

125

Theodore Reunert and export salesman Otto Lenz form
Reunert & Lenz and become agents for John Fowler and
Company of Leeds who supply traction engines, ploughs
and later locomotives. Over the years Reunert & Lenz
acquire many other agencies.
Reunert & Lenz quickly becomes South Africa’s leading
specialists in the new fields of electric lighting and
power transmission. They bring power to East London,
the country’s first town to use alternating current. They
also electrify Kimberley and Bloemfontein and stations
as far afield as Lourenço Marques (today Maputo).

1888
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Reunert announces its BEE deal and Peotona and the Rebatona
Trust receive a 9,5% shareholding in the company.
The electrical engineering segment is branded CBI-electric.

Nashua begins to buy controlling
stakes in strategic franchises.

2006

2008
2007

2004

Reunert and Altron merge their
telecom cables businesses.

Reunert buys Australian
company Heinemann Electric
and incorporates it into CBI.

The group is unbundled from Barlows.

The company is restructured to transform
Reunert into a focused, competitive
organisation. Non-core operations and
unprofitable businesses are sold.

Reunert acquires a controlling interest
in Panasonic, Nashua and Airomatic,
including Barlow Rand’s interest in the
related finance company.

Reunert buys Nedcor’s and
Metropolitan’s shareholding in Nedtel
Cellular and subsequently change the
name to Nashua Mobile.

Nashua starts offering cellular services
to its corporate customers.

1993

2001

1997
1994

1999

Telecoms restructures following an agreement
between Reunert, GEC and Siemens. Reunert transfers
its interest in payphones to Temsa and its interests in
PBX to Siemens Telecommunications.

Reunert sells its interest in GEC SA and
its direct interest in Temsa to Marconi
Communications. Reumech is sold to
Vickers and the 50% stake in Alstom is
sold to parent company Alstom France.

Nashua becomes a mobile services provider.
The group diversifies too fast into a variety of non-core
operations, negatively affecting profitability.

The company has branches in over 20 industrial
centres and over 2 500 mainline locomotives are
supplied to the South African Railways.

During World War II imported goods
are scarce and Reunert & Lenz turns
to engineering, manufacturing and
distribution of local products.

1955

1940
1929

5 YEARS
1948

The Great Depression hits the company hard,
but it survives thanks to its sole agency for
Babcock and Wilcox Limited boilers – while
all other business is halted, power stations
continue to need equipment and spares.

The company lists on the JSE.

Failure of a gas-engine power scheme in Johannesburg
proves to be the perfect opportunity for Reunert & Lenz
to make its name by developing a replacement steamgenerated power plant in a miraculous six weeks.

1907

The business converts to a company
– Reunert & Lenz Limited.

1914
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31% 38% 14%
REVENUE
CONTRIBUTION

OPERATING PROFIT
CONTRIBUTION

OPERATING PROFIT
MARGIN

CBI-ELECTRIC electrical engineering
AFRICAN CABLES

LOW VOLTAGE

Designs and manufactures a
comprehensive range of electrical
power cables and accessories up
to 132 kV. The Power Installations
division specialises in the installation
and maintenance of medium and
high-voltage cable systems.
Products
Low Voltage PVC/XLPE insulated
cable; Medium Voltage XLPE
paper-insulated cable, Aerial Bundled
Conductor (ABC), ACSR and High
Voltage XLPE insulated cable.
Market sectors
Mining, utilities, commercial,
contracting and industrial.

p38

TELECOM CABLES

Supplier of low voltage electrical
distribution, protection and control
equipment.
Products
Circuit breakers, earth leakage,
surge protection, electricity meters,
automation, motor control and wiring
accessories.
Market sectors
Residential, commercial, mining,
utilities, industrial, equipment
manufacturers and retail.

Designs, manufactures and supplies
copper and optical fibre cable
solutions for the telecommunications,
industrial and data communications
industry. Synergistic connectivity
services are provided on a turnkey
basis, including fibre ducting,
splicing, training and installation.
Market sectors
Fixed and mobile operators,
petrochemical, industrial and mining
industries.

Intellectual property
Owns the IP rights to all products
manufactured by the company.

Intellectual property
Infraduct
Fibreworx

Intellectual property
Zerotox
CBiD (cable theft prevention system)

9% 16% 20%
REVENUE
CONTRIBUTION

OPERATING PROFIT
CONTRIBUTION

OPERATING PROFIT
MARGIN

REUTECH defence and allied electronics
REUTECH RADAR
Develops and manufactures ground
and naval search and tracking radar
systems and subsystems for the
SANDF and defence export market.
Mining radar sensor systems used
in opencast mining operations are
supplied and supported
internationally with an expanding
product and service range.
Market sectors
Defence, mining and renewable
energy.
Intellectual property
Floodlight radar system for detecting
and locating moving targets in 3D.
StealthRad™

REUTECH COMMUNICATIONS
Specialises in secure military
communication systems for
airborne, land and naval-based
applications for command and
control, blue force tracking, forward
observation link and messaging
services. The new generation
communication systems include
software defined radios with
embedded user-definable ECCM,
data link and adhoc networking
capabilities.
Market sectors
A strategic supplier to the SANDF and
an approved supplier to international
customers and original equipment
manufacturers.
Intellectual property
Owns the IP on export products.

p52

REUTECH SOLUTIONS
Reutech Solutions focuses on the
supply of turnkey solutions for:
§§ Logistics engineering and support
§§ Weapon stabilisation and
fire-directing systems
§§ Switching networks
§§ Renewable energy solutions.
Is also a channel partner for AlcatelLucent, Coriant, RAD and LOOP.
Market sectors
SANDF, SOEs, mining industry and
alternative energy.
Intellectual property
Registered patents and designs for
Dome Light Blue/Green LED Single
and Double Lights;
Mine scraper winch control system.

FUCHS ELECTRONICS
Capabilities include electronic and
precision mechanical design and the
high-volume production of
electro-mechanical assemblies.
Recognised worldwide as a leader
in advanced electronic fuze
technology.
Market sectors
Suppliers to international original
equipment manufacturers and
defence ministries.
Intellectual property
Owns the IP on all of its products.
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OUR BUSINESSES

74
80

For details on our operations go to
www.reunert.co.za
Major externally assured standards
and verifications
Abbreviations and acronyms

60% 48% 9%
REVENUE
CONTRIBUTION

NASHUA

OPERATING PROFIT
CONTRIBUTION

information communication technologies p44
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OFFICE AUTOMATION
Distributes digital office automation
equipment and document output
solutions through its franchise and
dealer network. Products are
sourced from leading international
suppliers of office automation
equipment, including Ricoh, Sindoh
Hewlett-Packard, Samsung, and
Laserfiche.
Market sectors
Corporate and SOEs.
Intellectual property
Trademark and naming rights for
Nashua in southern Africa region.

NASHUA COMMUNICATIONS
Communications provider offering
Cisco, Microsoft, Panasonic and
Unify (previously Siemens)
technologies. Provides converged
enterprise ICT services and products
including software, network
components, data centre solutions,
end-user devices, consulting and
system planning and integration.
A major player in the delivery of
voice services to corporate
customers.
Market sectors
Corporates, SMEs and call centres.

OPERATING PROFIT
MARGIN

PANSOLUTIONS
Imports, markets, and distributes
business system products and
solutions under the brands of
Kyocera, Panasonic and
PanSolutions. PanSolutions focuses
mainly on office automation and
audio-visual products and has four
branches and some 60 dealers.
Market sectors
Corporate, medium and small
businesses as well as industry leaders
in the broadcast, systems integrator
and motor vehicle industries.

NASHUA MOBILE
An independent telecommunications
solutions provider offering a
complete range of post- and prepaid
products from all four cellular
networks. A range of devices to
supplement these services is
provided and includes cellular
handsets, mobile data modems,
laptops, tablets and accessories.
Products
In-house developed products include
Xtreme Data, the SMS Gateway,
Click2Recharge, SMS4Info and
EasiSolutions.
Market sectors
Consumer and enterprise.

QUINCE
Trading as Quince Capital and
Nashua Finance, Quince provides
asset-based financial solutions to
Reunert-associated office
automation and ICT suppliers
through the Nashua and
PanSolutions channels. Total
advances exceed R1,8 billion,
spread over more than 50 000
individual devices.
Intellectual property
FinSight credit vetting system
Quince Capital®

ANNUAL INTEGRATED REPORT 2013
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WHERE WE OPERATE
38

For more on where we operate go to
www.reunert.co.za
Operational reviews

The group operates mainly in
South Africa with minor operations in
Australia, Lesotho, USA and Zimbabwe.
Operations
CBI-electric branches
Export countries

60 8
8 7

PANSOLUTIONS
DEALERS

NASHUA COMMUNICATIONS
DATA CENTRES

INNOVATION CENTRES

TESTING LABORATORIES

64 127
10 2
NASHUA FRANCHISES

NASHUA MOBILE
RETAIL OUTLETS

MANUFACTURING PLANTS

ASSEMBLY PLANTS

9

EXPORTS REPRESENT 10% OF REVENUE
6%

2%

EXPORT REGIONS
Europe
Asia
North America
Africa
Australasia
South America

34%

33%

8%

17%

SEGMENTAL EXPORTS
CBI-electric
Nashua
Reutech

38%

53%

9%
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HOW WE CREATE VALUE

§§ Raw materials
§§ Research and
development

SKILLS AND EXPERTISE

§§ Imported equipment
§§ Local networks

SKILLS AND EXPERTISE

Strategic
guidance

§§ Research and
development
§§ Components

increasingly underpins our competitive positioning

SKILLS AND EXPERTISE

INNOVATION

10

ELECTRICAL
ENGINEERING

2 604
EMPLOYEES

CBI-ELECTRIC

INFORMATION
COMMUNICATION
TECHNOLOGIES

3 032
EMPLOYEES

NASHUA

DEFENCE
& ALLIED
ELECTRONICS

950
EMPLOYEES

REUTECH

Capital
allocation
Group policies
and governance
Oversight

R7,5bn
PAID TO SUPPLY CHAIN

R1,8bn
PAID TO EMPLOYEES

11

ACTIVITIES

Design, manufacture,
install and provide
turnkey solutions

CUSTOMERS

OUTPUTS

Utilities
Mining
Industrial
Residential
Renewables
SOEs
Network operators

§§ Energy and telecom
cables
§§ Circuit breakers
§§ Turnkey solutions
§§ Installations
§§ Intellectual property
and trademarks
§§ Integrated office
automation
§§ Telecommunications
equipment and VoIP
§§ Mobile services
provider
§§ Asset financing

Consumers
Integrate products,
solutions and services

SMMEs
SMEs
Corporates

Design, develop,
manufacture products
and integrate systems

IMPACTS

§§ Military and
mining radars
§§ Military
communications
systems
§§ Fuzes
§§ Turnkey solutions
§§ Renewable energy
solutions
§§ Intellectual property
and trademarks
§§ Through life and
engineering support

Defence
Mining
SOEs
Renewables

R874m R11,4bn R613m
PAID TO GOVERNMENT

REVENUE EARNED

VALUE-ADDED STATEMENT
Revenue
Paid to suppliers for materials and services

PAID IN DIVIDENDS

2013
Rm

%

2012
%

Socio-economic
development
§§ Enterprise 		
development
§§ Corporate social
investment
§§ Preferential
procurement

Environmental
§§ Medium impact

Wealth distribution
§§ Taxes
§§ Suppliers paid
§§ Procurement
§§ Dividends
distributed
§§ Investments into
future growth

Employees
§§ Training and 		
development
§§ Salaries and wages
§§ Learnerships

%

11 662,2
7 762,6

11 350,6
7 503,2

% change 2013
over 2012
(3)
(3)

Value added
Income from investments

3 847,4
26,8

99
1

3 899,6
52,5

99
1

(1)
(49)

Total wealth created

3 874,2

100

3 952,1

100

(2)

Distributed as follows:
Employees
Providers of capital
Providers of debt
Payments to government
Socio-economic development
Retained in the group to develop future growth

1 830,0
612,8
11,1
874,1
54,1
492,1

47
16
–
23
1
13

1 680,9
577,4
10,7
975,9
63,9
643,3

43
15
–
24
2
16

9
6
4
(10)
(15)
(24)

Total wealth distributed

3 874,2

100

3 952,1

100

(2)

Employee statistics
Turnover per employee at year-end
Value added per employee at year-end
Wealth created per employee at year-end
Number of employees at year-end

1,7
0,6
0,6

1,8
0,6
0,6

6 645

6 654
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OUR MATERIAL ISSUES AND RISKS

Our material issues are closely
aligned with our risks, which are
described in more detail in our risk
report on page 65. Strategies to
address our material issues are
customised for our different
business units and are addressed
in our operational review.

Senior management have identified
Reunert’s material issues, which are
discussed in this year’s report,
following their consideration of:

feedback from
regular interactions
with our top 20
shareholders

01

MATERIAL ISSUE

BUSINESS LANDSCAPE
Structural constraints in the local
economy, volatile commodity prices,
labour issues and unrest, together with
delays in state-sponsored projects had
a negative impact on Reunert’s
performance in the past year.
The current trading environment is
characterised by low selling price
inflation, continuing cost increases,
extended sales cycles and subdued
customer spending.
Our businesses consequently need to
develop strategies to manage resultant
margin pressure and to provide
sustainable growth.

13

strategic documents
prepared by our
business entities

topics discussed
by the
Reunert board

02

MATERIAL ISSUE

SUSTAINABLE GROWTH
STRATEGIES

media coverage
on Reunert and its
businesses

03

MATERIAL ISSUE

CASH UTILISATION

18

Chairman’s statement

65

Risk report including major strategic
risks and mitigation strategies

feedback received
from employees,
customers and
suppliers.

04

MATERIAL ISSUE

TRANSFORMATION

A fast-changing environment, maturing
industries and increased international
competition demands that Reunert
provides growth strategies that will
ensure the sustainability of our
businesses and maximise
shareholder returns.

Our approach is to use available cash
for organic growth and acquisitions that
comprise complementary businesses or
products within our existing industries.
This will enhance earnings and value
for our shareholders within acceptable
risk tolerance levels.

Failure to meet South Africa’s
transformation objectives would have
a negative impact on our growth
opportunities and, with the advent of
the new BBBEE codes of best practice,
could result in significant penalties if
targets are not achieved.

We continue to focus on aligning the
business models of each of our
operations to the challenges in their
operating environments and
competitive contexts.

Reunert generates cash in excess of its
requirements to fund sustainability
within its operations. Over the past
decade we have returned R6,6 billion
to shareholders via dividends and
share buybacks.

Transformation is a key strategic
objective for the board and the group.
We continue to drive the improvement
of our employee equity profile and to
invest in developing the skills of our
employees.

Surplus cash of R1,7 billion is currently
being used to fund the Quince finance
book. In the year under review Quince
secured an A+ credit rating from Global
Credit Rating Co, which should allow for
external funding of this rental book
in future.

Various strategies have been
implemented to retain and mentor key
staff and grow the pipeline of suitably
skilled historically disadvantaged South
African employees within the group.
Transformation targets have been set
for each operation within the group.

Our ability to compete effectively
depends on:
§§ the pricing of our services;
§§ adaptation to new technologies;
§§ providing excellent customer service;
§§ extending our offerings into new
markets; and
§§ providing more tangible solutions to
our customers that complement our
existing product ranges.
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BOARD AND EXECUTIVE MANAGEMENT

TREVOR MUNDAY (64)

APPOINTED 1 JUNE 2008 AND AS CHAIRMAN
FROM 1 JUNE 2009
 Strategic vision
 Corporate leadership
 Financial acumen

SEAN JAGOE (62)

APPOINTED IN 2000
 Corporate finance expertise
 Corporate governance best practise
 Remuneration policy

SARITA MARTIN (42)

APPOINTED 1 DECEMBER 2013
 Corporate governance expertise
 Company secretariat expertise

LOUISA MOJELA (57)
APPOINTED 1 APRIL 2013
 Business acumen
 Leadership skills
 Strategic thinking

THABANG MOTSOHI (66)

APPOINTED 1 JUNE 2008
 Strategic expertise
 Management of change and transformation
 Business leadership

THANDI ORLEYN (57)

APPOINTED IN 2007
 Government relationship experience
 Corporate leadership
 Legal and administrative expertise

BRAND PRETORIUS (65)

APPOINTED 22 FEBRUARY 2011
Corporate and team leadership
 Marketing and customer expertise
 Strategic and risk analysis


JOHANNES VAN DER HORST (69)

APPOINTED IN 1993
 Investment insight
 Corporate leadership
 Understanding of complex change processes

RYNHARDT VAN ROOYEN (64)

APPOINTED 1 NOVEMBER 2009
 Financial and governance expertise
 Organisational leadership
 Broad management know-how

15

AFS

58

Non-executive directors

DAVID RAWLINSON (64)
Chief executive officer

ALAN DICKSON (43)
Executive director: CBI-electric

APPOINTED IN 1992 AND AS CHIEF EXECUTIVE
ON 21 SEPTEMBER 2011

APPOINTED 21 NOVEMBER 2013

MANUELA KROG (44)
Chief financial officer

MARK TAYLOR (50)
Executive director: Nashua

APPOINTED 21 SEPTEMBER 2011

APPOINTED 21 NOVEMBER 2013

For full CVs go to page 79
or www.reunert.co.za
Committee membership

Executive directors

Executive management

ANDY OPENSHAW (49)
Managing director: Nashua Communications

PETER VAN DER BIJL (57)
Chief operating officer: Reutech

Appointed refers to date appointed to the Reunert Limited board.
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OUR KEY RELATIONSHIPS
Even though our integrated report is primarily focused on our shareholders and the investment community, our stakeholders play
an important role in our ability to create value. In the table below, we are providing an overview of how we engage with our
stakeholders, what their concerns are and cross reference how we have responded to these concerns during the past year.
Stakeholder

Our process of engagement

Why we value our stakeholders

SHAREHOLDERS AND THE
INVESTMENT COMMUNITY

§§ Regular presentations, roadshows and
management meetings
§§ Financial and integrated reporting
§§ Published results and electronic
communication
§§ Site visits

§§ Providers and influencers of
financial capital

CUSTOMERS

§§
§§
§§
§§

§§ U
 sers of our products and services
§§ Opportunities for sustainable growth
§§ Provide feedback that could be used for
further improvements

EMPLOYEES

§§ Management communication channels
§§ Performance appraisals
§§ Company and award functions

§§ Our people are our value

TRADE UNIONS

§§ Collective bargaining
§§ Shop-floor forums

§§ A
 gent that represents 22% of our
total workforce

BEE PARTNERS

§§ Board and management meetings

§§ Empowerment partners

SUPPLIERS, SERVICE
PROVIDERS, FRANCHISEES
AND OTHER PARTNERS

§§
§§
§§
§§
§§

§§ Integral to our supply chain

BUSINESS
ORGANISATIONS

§§ Business body memberships
§§ Participation in meetings and initiatives

§§ Shared expertise

MEDIA

§§ Media releases
§§ Interviews
§§ Responding to queries

§§ Communicating our messages with the
broader community

COMMUNITIES AND
NOT-FOR-PROFIT
ORGANISATIONS

§§
§§
§§
§§

§§ A commitment to the communities in
which we operate
§§ Licence to operate

REGULATORS AND
GOVERNMENT

Interaction with
§§ Icasa
§§ Department of Trade and Industry
§§ Department of Communications
§§ Armscor
§§ Ministry of Defence
§§ National Conventional Arms
Control Committee

Customer meetings
Focus groups
Business association meetings
Call centres

Meetings, presentations and workshops
Supplier forums
Equipment forums
Sales conferences
Technical updates

Corporate social investment initiatives
Reunert College
Nashua Children’s Charity Foundation
Enterprise development

§§ Policy decisions that could impact on way
we conduct our business
§§ Sustainability of the business and
industries
§§ Fair treatment
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What our stakeholders expect of us

What concerns our stakeholders

How we have responded

§§ Sustainable growth and
returns on their investments
§§ Growing shareholder wealth

§§
§§
§§
§§
§§

Growth
Delivering sustainable returns
Leadership and strategic direction
Response to market changes
Appropriate investment in new businesses
and capacity in existing businesses
§§ Utilisation of surplus cash
§§ Exposure to volatile exchange rates and
commodity prices

§§ Strategic review of our businesses page 19
§§ Investment into future capacity page 26

§§ Delivering on our promises
§§ Quality products at
competitive prices

§§ Q
 uality of our products
§§ Security of supply
§§ Timely and effective response to
customer complaints

§§ Improved IT systems page 48
§§ Further improvement of customer
service programmes
§§ Offering more value-added services
pages 11, 40 and 42
§§ Successful legal action against distributors
of counterfeit products page 41

§§ Providing a stimulating and
rewarding work environment
§§ Valuing employee contributions

§§
§§
§§
§§
§§

Training and education
Career prospects
Competitive remuneration and benefits
Workforce transformation
Job security

§§ S
 everal companies conducted employee
satisfaction surveys. Many of our
companies rolled out value-based
systems to its employees

§§ J ob creation and sustainable
businesses
§§ Appropriate remuneration
§§ Safe working environment

§§
§§
§§
§§
§§

Health and safety performance
Appropriate procedures and policies
Job creation and retention
Fair wages
Job security

§§ Actively participates in the industry policy
forum SEIFSA to simplify main agreement
and to introduce measures to improve
productivity and job creation page 41

§§ Sustainable growth and a
contribution to the broader
community development
§§ Reunert’s standing in society

§§
§§
§§
§§
§§

Government policy
Education and training
Job creation
Transformation
Reunert College

§§ A
 ll our companies maintained or
improved on their BBBEE scorecards

§§ P
 artnerships providing growth
opportunities

§§ Long-term security of supply
§§ Impact of low cost imports

§§ Franchise channel stabilised
§§ Distributor policies revised

§§ C
 ontributing to the collective
voice of industry

§§ Workforce transformation
§§ Disclosure and management of
carbon emissions
§§ Industrial policies
§§ Procurement policies of state-owned
entities

§§ New learnerships were implemented
§§ Designation of cable industry as a
preferred supplier to state-owned entities

§§ Obtaining better insight into
operational and industry
performance

§§ Financial results
§§ Regulatory changes, specifically in the
telecommunications industry

§§ No specific interventions

§§ C
 ontributing responsibly to the
societies in which we operate

§§ Employment opportunities
§§ Sponsorships and bursaries
§§ Training and education

§§ S
 ocial development spend of
R11,2 million (2012: R15,4 million)
§§ Our main focus is education
§§ 97% black beneficiaries

Visit our investor centre for published
results and online communication
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§§ Compliance to applicable laws
and regulations
§§ Strategic input on drafting
policies
§§ Accurate reporting

§§ The survival of core technologies in SA
§§ Improving South Africa’s competitiveness
§§ Fairness for consumers

§§ Cables industry designated as preferred
supplier for state-owned entities
§§ Submitted inputs to the defence
review update
§§ Submitted an agreement to govern internet
protocol and support technologies
§§ Key deliverables are presented timeously
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LEADERSHIP REVIEW

CHAIRMAN’S STATEMENT

his year, we are
proud to celebrate
Reunert’s 125-year
anniversary. In a
world that has changed
so much over this time,
this is an amazing
achievement and one
which is both humbling
and worthy of reflection.

125 YEARS OF RESILIENCE
Our anniversary talks to the successful
extent to which the leadership and
people of Reunert during these years
have embraced change through many
economic cycles, including some very
serious downturns, as well as major
shifts in the socio-political and
regulatory environment.
For today’s leadership of the group, this
milestone also amplifies the ongoing
responsibility we have to make decisions
that will steer the group forward with
confidence, and deliver value for all our
stakeholders into the future.

OVERVIEW OF OUR OPERATING
ENVIRONMENT
In my statement in the 2012 Integrated
Report, I referred to the challenging
business environment in South Africa.
I said it was difficult to speak with
confidence of prospects improving in
the year ahead, and that an acceptable
measure of economic, social, political
and regulatory stability was required for
a thriving and investment-active
business sector.
Our financial performance this past year
has been somewhat disappointing and,
to an extent, has reflected the concerns
I expressed. Performance in the first
half of the year was notably below our
expectations. Fortunately, we achieved
some improvement in the second half and
are doing all we can to extend this more
positive trend into the new financial year.
Dave Rawlinson, in his CEO’s report,
covers the specific challenges in our
various businesses. I will confine my

review of the year to some general
observations with respect to the
environment in which we operate.
Unfortunately, the various large
national infrastructure projects in
which we seek to participate have
been delayed following the exciting
announcements made about them last
year. These delays, which impact on the
overall economy, need to be considered
in relation to the other dynamics playing
out in our country. Whereas the issues
may seem to be unrelated, I believe they
are combining to create inertia in
decision-making at critical levels, which
South Africa can ill afford.
The National Development Plan (NDP)
was prepared in a participative manner
by accomplished people from many
constituencies, and has sought to
integrate various disparate industrial
and economic development policies.
Regrettably, the apparent lack of resolve
by various stakeholders to unite behind
and proceed with the implementation of
the NDP has caused confidence in our
social development and economic growth
prospects to wane.
It is appreciated that the NDP was
formulated as a blueprint to be
implemented systematically in a similarly
participative manner. But the aggressive
and disparaging protests against it
without strong reply or convincing
alternatives being offered have tarnished
the initially positive local and international
reaction to it. Unfortunately, this situation
is dampening investor confidence and is
possibly also contributing to the decisionmaking inertia in our country to which
I have referred.
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Furthermore, the often dramatic and
well-publicised service delivery protests
we have seen, and the unfortunate
tendency of legitimate industrial action
to turn violent, remains deeply concerning.
This is especially so when there seems
to be insufficient concerted effort to
address, in a sustainable manner, the
root causes of this discord. At present,
trade unionism is also seemingly in
conflict with itself. These compounding
dynamics cast a shadow on our
socio-political image and erode investor
and business confidence. This, in turn,
creates hesitancy in executing
investment plans.
It is a blessing that South Africans are
a positive and resilient people. This
positivity resonates strongly in the
business community, despite the
prevalent concerns. We have a
marvellous country with much potential.
We have people from various walks of
life who in their vast majority are kind,
law-abiding and generous in their human
spirit, in spite of the poverty so many
of them sadly endure. These admirable
qualities surely need to be recognised,
respected and mobilised by all leaders
towards the national good and not
squandered through fractious argument
or in pursuit of disruptive agendas.
Perhaps, in addition to convening the
often called-for economic codessa, a key
addendum to our constitution, ‘The
Values of South Africa’, should be
developed through participative means.
Perhaps, specifying what we collectively
and individually believe in, and agreeing
on the behaviours that support our
national values, will provide a meaningful
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Material issues and risks
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Corporate governance

rallying point for our citizens now and in
the generations ahead.

GOVERNANCE AND
SUSTAINABILITY
In our own small way we seek, at
Reunert, to make a positive contribution
to South Africa Incorporated. We
understand we have a responsibility to
create shared value and to drive positive
progress. Our stakeholders can be
assured that the board and management
are not only cognisant of this
responsibility, but that it underpins our
decision-making processes and the way
in which we run our businesses.
I hope our integrated reporting journey,
and the improvements we have made in
accounting to our stakeholders, reflects
our sincerity in this regard. Over the past
three years, integrated reporting has
been an enlightening process for us and
we have sought to make our report a
clear and candid reflection of the way in
which we operate. Where we get it right,
we say so with humility. Where we don’t,
we say so with a promise to improve.
The board continued to work effectively
during the year under review. Our
committees followed their agreed
terms of reference and discharged their
responsibilities fully. In this respect,
I am grateful for the skills and experience
that members of the board bring to our
deliberations. Our attendance records
are good and our debates are lively
and interactive.
Again this past year we held a valuable
group-wide strategy review and various
key decisions were provisionally made
subject to conditions and certain
expectations materialising.

TREVOR MUNDAY CHAIRMAN
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CHAIRMAN’S STATEMENT CONTINUED

These decisions will play out during the months and years
ahead and stakeholders are assured that due diligence will
be exercised, whether we are acquiring or disposing of
businesses, or taking any other key operating decisions.
Furthermore, the way in which we implement our decisions
will continue to reflect due care and respect for our people,
customers, communities and operating environment.
Our risk management philosophy is ingrained in our
management processes and is serving the group well.
It was further enhanced during the year under review, as was
our combined assurance process. Both the risk and audit
committees worked in tandem to ensure the integrity and
effectiveness of risk management, as well as of our financial
control and reporting activities.
As reported previously, in terms of transformation we are
pleased with the significant progress we have made at junior
management levels and the exciting pipeline of talent we now
have into our senior ranks. However, we remain dissatisfied
with the pace of progress in transforming the senior ranks
throughout the group, notwithstanding various pleasing
appointments towards the end of the financial year. Some
patience is required if we are to ensure that internal candidates
are developed and suitably equipped with the experience and
skills required at more senior levels.
We are fortunate at Reunert to have relatively low turnover of
staff. We value experience and committed service and embrace
the benefits they bring.
Inevitably, however, low
turnover can affect
opportunities for people
to advance. As such, to
accelerate the process,
the board approved
management’s proposal
to create selected supernumerary positions. We thought it
prudent to create space in this manner without unduly
affecting the content of existing roles. We have linked success
in this regard to our short-term bonus scheme. We expect
these interventions to improve our transformation credentials
at senior levels in the next year or two.

We are seeing ‘green
shoots’ in our businesses
and are encouraged that
the year ahead looks more
positive than the past year

PROSPECTS
We are seeing ‘green shoots’ in our businesses and are
encouraged that the year ahead looks more positive than the
past year. In most general election years, however, there is a
lethargy that creeps into our economy. Like all South Africans,
we hope the elections will be conducted with dignity. As
South Africa returns to ‘business as usual’ following the
elections, our most fervent hope is that the concerns I have
raised are decisively addressed. This being the case, and if
overseas economies continue on their gradual recovery paths,
we may see our economy returning to stronger growth rates.
Again, however, it is difficult to predict our prospects with
any certainty.

As I said last year, we will continue to act with prudence and
foresight. We will continue to uphold the fine standards that
underpin Reunert and we shall, of course, pursue and plan for
earnings growth.

APPRECIATION
Particular mention is necessary with respect to the significant
contribution of chief executive officer Dave Rawlinson, our
chief financial officer Manuela Krog, members of our group
executive committee and the senior leadership group have
made to the group during the year. We thank you.
During the year, Yolanda Cuba resigned from the board after
being invited to join the board of Vodacom. We enjoyed
Yolanda’s sharp mind and business acumen. She is a rising
star in our business community and we appreciated the telling
contribution she made to the board’s activities. We wish her
a successful future.
Louisa Mojela joined our board during the year. Regrettably,
because of growing commitments Louisa feels obliged to
stand down at the 2014 annual general meeting (AGM) and,
therefore, will not be available for re-election. She is a capable
director and an endearing personality and we regret her
departure. We wish her well going forward.
At the 2014 AGM, Dr Johannes van der Horst retires and will
not be available for re-election. Johannes joined the board in
1993 and has served for 20 years as a non-executive director.
In all these years, his independence has never been doubted
and we thank our shareholders for sharing our confidence in
Johannes throughout his term. He has consistently added
value and interesting perspectives to our deliberations and
decisions. He has been highly committed and, in our view,
epitomises the highest standards of board membership.
He will be sorely missed. We thank him for his
extraordinary contribution and wish him and Eleonore
a well-earned retirement.
Notwithstanding these farewells, thankfully we have many
directors who have served on the board for a number of years.
We have a suitable degree of stability, experience and
institutional memory to stand us in good stead.
As signalled in my statement last year, our chief executive,
Dave Rawlinson, will retire in 2014. After a lengthy and
distinguished term as group financial director, Dave stepped
into his position about two years ago at a time when Reunert
required a steady and experienced hand to stabilise the group
after a disruptive period. At the time, he was on the verge of
well-deserved retirement and yet, in demonstrating his
commitment to Reunert, he agreed to assume the formidable
role of chief executive for a period of two-to-three years. His
mission is approaching completion and we thank him in
advance of his retirement in 2014 for his sacrifice and the
exemplary manner in which he has stabilised and led the
group. Dave’s knowledge of our operations is much-admired
and respected. His integrity is legendary. In due course, we
will wish him and Sue a healthy and happy retirement.
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Risk report
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Transformation

Thankfully, as I also signalled last year, we have capable
internal candidates for senior executive positions rising out
of our succession management processes. As a consequence
and after due process, we announced in November 2013 the
appointment of Alan Dickson and Mark Taylor as executive
directors of the group. Their appointment will strengthen the
core executive leadership team of Reunert in line with our
declared intention to do this, as also mentioned in my
statement last year.
I thank the board for their much-appreciated wisdom and
sound counsel. I am grateful to them for their diligence and
commitment to Reunert. In my position, one cannot ask
for more.
On behalf of the board, I thank all the employees of Reunert
for their efforts this past year. They represent the true value
of Reunert and we salute them. In turn, on behalf of the board
and our people, I thank our customers for their ongoing
support. We assure them of our determination to meet their
requirements with solutions that add competitive value. Finally,
we thank our many partners and suppliers for sharing in
Reunert’s pursuit of lasting and sustainable value, which I hope
will continue for at least another 125 years!

TREVOR MUNDAY CHAIRMAN
Sandton, 20 November 2013
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CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER’S REPORT

lthough 2013 has been a
challenging year for the
group, the strategic
actions and direction
taken have ensured that
Reunert has emerged in a
strong position.

Varied results were achieved by our
operations with economic conditions
impacting each of our businesses
differently. Revenue declined by 3% to
R11,4 billion and operating income was
down 24% to R1,3 billion.

exchange rates. Part of the increase was
passed on to customers, but much of
the cost price inflation was borne by
Nashua, resulting in lower margins.
Nashua North, our biggest franchise was
purchased with effect from 1 July 2013.

NASHUA

We invested in human capital during the
last year providing a steady base to grow
our work flow and solutions business.
We also augmented our product portfolio
to meet the changing requirements of
the market.

The Nashua segment had a mixed year.
Revenue was down by 6% mainly due
to Nashua Mobile but operating profit
declined by 24% to R636 million.
Revenue at Nashua Mobile decreased
due to the loss of the least-cost routing
business and competitive market
conditions. Saturation in the voice mobile
phone market led to increased amounts
of voice and data being bundled into most
packages offered by the networks. This had
the knock-on effect of reducing out-ofbundle airtime spend, which was a major
source of revenue for Nashua Mobile.
Our Vodacom service provider agreement
expired in December 2012 and Vodacom
reduced its base discount rate from
April 2013, which effectively reduced our
income by 4%. Nashua Mobile’s current
incentive structure with MTN expires on
31 December 2013 and indications are
that incentive discounts will decrease
in a manner similar to Vodacom’s. These
agreements, together with various other
options, are being negotiated with the
networks. Nashua Mobile was further
affected by bad debts as consumers
continue to face difficult financial
conditions.
Nashua Office Automation had a
reasonable year but was impacted by
a marked deterioration in the rand-euro

We merged Nashua Communications’
voice switching business with ECN’s
voice over internet protocol (VoIP)
operation at the beginning of the
financial year to cohesively offer our
customers the products of both
companies in one converged package.
The merged business has taken some
time to bed down. Technical issues with
Telkom networks slowed subscriber
acquisitions, but this has largely been
overcome with the help of Telkom. The
enterprise business, offering mainly large
Siemens systems, suffered due to the
market moving to IP-based platforms and
we have right-sized the business to
maintain sustainable profitability.

CBI-ELECTRIC
The electrical market, with the exception
of the renewable energy sector, was quiet
and major projects planned across all
markets encountered delays. Some of
these projects were subsequently
awarded late in our financial year, and we
hope that orders for the remainder of the
planned projects will continue. We expect
the mining sector, apart from essential
maintenance, to remain subdued.
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The renewable energy sector was the
notable exception and we were pleased
to secure a sizeable share of the
electrical equipment requirements for
renewable energy projects via the
Renewable Energy Independent Power
Producer Procurement (REIPPP)
programme. We expect this demand to
continue for the next three to four years
as Window 3 has just been approved.
There is an expectation that an
additional renewable energy window
may be approved.
A world class high-voltage line is in the
process of being commissioned at
African Cables, with the first cable to
be supplied to the market during the
first quarter of next year. This line
enables African Cables to meet virtually
all the high-voltage insulated cable
requirements of our customers and
considerably enhances our Power
Installations business.
CBI-electric: Low Voltage’s export of
electrical protection equipment
continues to grow and now accounts for
32% of gross sales. The consolidation of
the various project-based business
operations into a single, comprehensive
solution business has been completed.
Order intake is encouraging and this
is a strategic area of focus for our
electrical business.

REUTECH
Reutech, our technology division,
enjoyed another very good year. Both
revenue (up 27%) and operating profit
(38%) showed solid growth and the
investment in product and system
development, both in commercial and
defence markets have yielded results.

The radar operation had another record
year. While the defence side was quiet,
the solar tracker and the movement
surveillance radar performed well. Based
on radar technology, the solar tracker
enables the concentrated photovoltaic
(CPV) panels mounted on the tracker
table to be optimally aligned to the sun
at all times, which enhances the
performance of these panels.
Reutech Communications also
performed well; with both sales and
operating profit nearly double that of
the year before. The Saab Grintek high
frequency (HF) radio business we
acquired in the previous year has been
bedded down and the wider product
range has markedly improved export
sales. The local programme to re-equip
South Africa’s ground forces with latest
generation communication equipment
is expected to be launched in 2014.
Fuchs had a good year with pleasing
orders from Europe. The business
depends on ongoing export orders and
we are hopeful that the significant
tender activity this year will be
converted into business in the new
financial year.
Reutech Solutions has continued to
grow and, in addition to the support
and maintenance of customers’
communications systems and
equipment, we have enhanced our
capability in systems and solutions
design, implementation and
commissioning.

DAVID RAWLINSON CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER
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THE YEAR AHEAD
Reunert foresees a number of challenges in 2014. Saturation
of the mobile voice market and the increasingly competitive
packages being offered by the networks, together with the
reduction in the interconnect termination rate, are unlikely to
be offset by an increased use of data in the market. Network
operators are seeking to control costs in all areas and service
providers will be impacted. Ongoing negotiations with the
networks to agree on the way forward will be finalised over
the next few months.
African Cables has secured some of the tenders delayed in
2013. The new high-voltage line will contribute positively in
2014 and we are seeing increased expenditure by some
municipalities to upgrade electrical infrastructure. We also
anticipate an increased contribution from the segment’s
solutions business.
Reutech should have another good year but this would be
significantly enhanced if Fuchs receives a large export order
early in the new financial year. We also expect that the set-top
box orders for the digital terrestrial migration will be awarded
early in 2014.
Office Automation continues to perform well with print
solutions and document management driving a sustainable
business. The business is aiming to grow market share and
our acquisition of Nashua North is expected to contribute
favourably.
After a disappointing year, Nashua Communications has
right-sized its business and resources have been refocused
on accelerating growth in our VoIP business. The reduction
in the interconnect rate is positive for this operation.

APPRECIATION
Reunert management and staff have had a very difficult year
and I thank them for their efforts, enthusiasm and loyalty to
the group. It has not been easy. My thanks also go to the
Reunert chairman and the board for their wisdom and support.

DAVID RAWLINSON CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER
Sandton, 20 November 2013
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CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER’S REPORT

his report is intended
to provide further
insight into the
financial performance
of the Reunert group, while
not repeating matters
already comprehensively
dealt with elsewhere in
the integrated report.
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financial statements
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Ten-year review

This report should be read in conjunction
with the summarised audited consolidated
financial statements, as well as the annual
financial statements, which are available on
our website.

FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE
The financial year under review has been
a difficult one for the Reunert group. The
continued volatility and uncertainties within
both the global and local economies has
resulted in sluggish sales demand, sales price
pressure and increased input costs across
much of our portfolio.
Revenue decreased by 3% from R11,7 billion
to R11,4 billion, while operating profit
declined by a larger margin resulting in a 12%
decrease in normalised headline earning per
share to 569,1 cents per share.
As is consistent with prior periods, an
adjustment is made to reduce headline
earnings to arrive at normalised headline
earnings. The adjustment takes into account
the imputed minority share of profits earned
by minority shareholders that have unpaid
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equity related loans. In terms of IFRS the risks and rewards
of ownership related to these shares has not been transferred,
as there are outstanding loans, resulting in a full consolidation
of profits by the Reunert group.

FINANCIAL POSITION
One of Reunert’s strengths and a key component of its
ongoing development is the group’s financial health and its
disciplines around the
allocation of capital. The
group’s balance sheet
remains robust with a net
asset value per share of
R29,80 versus R27,32 in the
prior year. The group has
equity of R4,9 billion, and
negligible levels of debt. We are therefore in an excellent
financial position to consider acquisitions and to support our
operations in executing their growth strategies.

Reunert’s success has
historically been founded
in the specific management
focus on earnings growth
and cash flow generation.

Investment in future capacity for our businesses comprised the
acquisition of Nashua North, a significant Nashua franchise,
with a purchase price of R248,5 million, capital expenditure of
R176,4 million and research and development of R72,2 million.
Of the total spent on research and development, R16,8 million
was funded by the Reunert group.

CASH FLOW
Reunert places emphasis on maintaining its efficient asset
base and this, combined with its performance-oriented
operations, results in reported operating profits being
underpinned by strong cash flows. Cash generated from
operations amounted to R1,3 billion, which approximates
reported operating profit. Closing cash of R330 million is
presented after the use of internal cash resources to fund
the Quince asset rental book.

INVESTMENT OF SURPLUS CASH IN QUINCE ASSET
RENTAL BOOK
Under conventional models, the Quince asset rental book
would be financed by external long-term borrowings. However,
given that the group currently has cash balances in excess of
its working capital requirements, the investment of this surplus

in the Quince book provides a favourable return on the cash
balances at the present time.
It is not Reunert’s long-term intention to fund the book
internally and, in the current year, Quince obtained an A+
rating from Global Credit Rating Co in preparation for potential
funding off its own balance sheet. At the financial year-end
R1,7 billion (2011: R1,2 billion) of the group’s cash was
used by Quince to fund its book, while external funding of
R100 million was also in place.
The group continues to assess acquisitions that are
complementary to existing businesses, which could result
in the utilisation of a portion of the available cash.

DIVIDENDS
Reunert continues to benefit from strong operating cash flows
and, accordingly, the group is able to continue with its
progressive dividend cover.

KEY FINANCIAL RISKS
GLOBAL ECONOMY
We believe that economic conditions will continue to be
challenging in the short to medium term. As such, our
businesses are expected to remain under pressure in terms
of their sales cycles and profitability. However, our operations
remain cash generative and sound.

EXCHANGE RATES AND COMMODITY PRICE MOVEMENTS
Volatility with regard to commodity prices and currency are
two financial risks that are continually managed by the group.
Although the rand has depreciated significantly in the current
year, the decline in the US dollar prices of copper and
aluminium have provided for fairly stable commodity pricing
for the CBI-electric business in rand terms.
The group actively monitors its exchange risk and commodity
price risk on an ongoing basis. Forward cover is taken on
foreign exchange exposures while factoring in the impact of
natural hedges that exist within the operations. Overall, the
management of the exposure is based on price sensitivity,
competitor practices, trading terms with customers, volatility
and timing.
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Cents
CASH DIVIDEND PER SHARE AND COVER

Rm
CASH FLOW

Times

361
I

621

I

45

330

Financing
activities

Closing
balance

I

I

2.0
1.5

Investing
activities

Potential exposures arising from exports are actively managed
on a day-to-day basis. Advance payments are utilised to
purchase materials, where contractually required, for export
orders and the balance is held in customer foreign currency
bank accounts. Cover is taken in the form of forward exchange
contracts, zero-cost collars, or currency options, where such
cover is deemed appropriate.
The weakening rand provided the group with a net foreign
exchange gain of R38,5 million (2012: R14,2 million);
predominantly from export sales within the Reutech segment.

CREDIT RISK ON CUSTOMERS
The difficult market conditions have increased the risk of bad
debts across our portfolio of companies. Bad debts written off
have remained constant at R71 million, however, there was an
increase in the level of doubtful debt provisions at year-end.
This is mainly attributable to Nashua Mobile, which has a
significant exposure to the consumer market. Credit-vetting
systems and processes continue to be enhanced and the
updating of scorecards and monitoring of ageing of debtors
is a priority.
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GOING CONCERN ASSUMPTION
The board has formally considered the going concern
assumption for the Reunert group and is of the opinion
that it is appropriate for the forthcoming year.

CONCLUSION
The year under review has been a challenging one and it
is disappointing to report a decrease in earnings. However,
I am confident that the strategic initiatives in place and
available opportunities, combined with the resilience of our
current businesses, will stand the group in good stead in
the forthcoming year.

MANUELA KROG CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER
20 November 2013, Sandton

KEY FOCUS
Reunert’s success has historically been founded in the specific
management focus on earnings growth and cash flow
generation. Although this remains a priority, we, as a group,
also need to focus on the investments required to sustain our
leadership in technology, skills and market share.

SHAREHOLDER ANALYSIS
The current year saw a slight improvement in the Reunert
share price, which traded at R72,66 at year-end versus
R68,95 at 30 September 2012. Trading activity increased with
102,4 million shares being traded (2012: 89,6 million), while
market capitalisation, net of treasury shares, rose to
R11,9 billion (2012: R11,2 billion).
Fund managers and investors have an active interest in the
group due to its exposure to infrastructure spending through
its electrical operations, its strong balance sheet and attractive
dividend yield.
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INDEPENDENT AUDITOR’S REPORT
ON THE SUMMARISED FINANCIAL STATEMENT
TO THE SHAREHOLDERS OF REUNERT LIMITED

AUDITOR’S RESPONSIBILITY

The summarised consolidated annual financial statements of
Reunert Limited, contained in the accompanying summarised
report, which comprise the summarised consolidated balance
sheets as at 30 September 2013, the summarised consolidated
income statements, the summarised consolidated statements
of other comprehensive income, summarised consolidated
statement of changes in equity and summarised consolidated
statement of cash flows for the year then ended, and related
notes, are derived from the audited consolidated annual
financial statements of Reunert Limited for the year ended
30 September 2013. We expressed an unmodified audit opinion
on those consolidated annual financial statements in our report
dated 20 November 2013. Our auditor’s report on the audited
consolidated annual financial statements contained an Other
Matter paragraph titled “Other reports required by the
Companies Act” (included below).

Our responsibility is to express an opinion on the summarised
consolidated annual financial statements based on our
procedures, which were conducted in accordance with
International Standard on Auditing (ISA) 810, Engagements
to Report on Summary Financial Statements.

The summarised consolidated annual financial statements do
not contain all the disclosures required by the International
Financial Reporting Standards and the requirements of the
Companies Act of South Africa as applicable to annual financial
statements. Reading the summarised consolidated annual
financial statements, therefore, is not a substitute for reading
the audited consolidated annual financial statements of
Reunert Limited.

OTHER REPORTS REQUIRED BY THE COMPANIES ACT

DIRECTORS’ RESPONSIBILITY FOR THE SUMMARISED
CONSOLIDATED ANNUAL FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
The directors are responsible for the preparation of the
summarised consolidated annual financial statements in
accordance with the requirements of the JSE Limited Listings
Requirements for summarised reports and the requirements of
the Companies Act of South Africa as applicable to summarised
financial statements, and for such internal control as the
directors determine is necessary to enable the preparation
of the summarised consolidated annual financial statements
that are free from material misstatement, whether due to
fraud or error.
The Listings Requirements require summarised reports to be
prepared in accordance with the framework concepts and the
measurement and recognition requirements of International
Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS), the SAICA Financial
Reporting Guides as issued by the Accounting Practices
Committee and Financial Pronouncements as issued by the
Financial Reporting Standards Council, and to also, as a
minimum, contain the information required by IAS 34 Interim
Financial Reporting.

OPINION
In our opinion, the summarised consolidated annual financial
statements derived from the audited consolidated annual
financial statements of Reunert Limited for the year ended
30 September 2013 are consistent, in all material respects,
with those consolidated annual financial statements, in
accordance with the requirements of the JSE Limited Listings
Requirements for summarised reports, and the requirements of
the Companies Act of South Africa as applicable to summarised
financial statements.

The “other reports required by the Companies Act” paragraph
in our audit report dated 20 November 2013 states that as part
of our audit of the consolidated annual financial statements for
the year ended 30 September 2013, we have read the directors’
report, the remuneration report, audit committee’s report
and the company secretary’s certificate for the purpose of
identifying whether there are material inconsistencies between
these reports and the audited consolidated annual financial
statements. These reports are the responsibility of the
respective preparers. The paragraph also states that, based
on reading these reports, we have not identified material
inconsistencies between these reports and the audited
consolidated annual financial statements. The paragraph
furthermore states that we have not audited these reports
and accordingly do not express an opinion on these reports.
The paragraph does not have an effect on the summarised
consolidated annual financial statements or our opinion thereon.

Deloitte & Touche
Registered Auditor
Per: P J Smit
Partner
Date: 20 November 2013
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SUMMARISED GROUP INCOME STATEMENT
Rm

Notes

2013

% change

2012

11 350,6

(3)

11 662,2

Earnings before interest, taxation, depreciation, amortisation, other
income and dividends
Other income

1 420,3
40,9

(13)

1 629,7
31,0

Earnings before interest, taxation, depreciation and amortisation
(EBITDA)
Depreciation and amortisation

1 461,2
131,7

(12)
(3)

1 660,7
136,1

1 329,5
15,7

(13)
(62)

1 524,6
41,8

1 345,2
372,4

(14)
(23)

1 566,4
483,8

Profit for the year

972,8

(10)

1 082,6

Profit attributable to:
Non-controlling interests
Equity holders of Reunert

13,8
959,0

(13)
(10)

15,9
1 066,7

Revenue

Operating profit
Net interest and dividend income

4
5

Profit before taxation
Taxation

Basic earnings per share (cents)
Diluted earnings per share (cents)

6&7
6&7

587,8
582,3

(11)
(11)

658,2
654,2

Headline earnings per share (cents)
Diluted headline earnings per share (cents)
Normalised headline earnings per share (cents)
Normalised diluted headline earnings per share (cents)
Cash dividend per ordinary share declared (cents)

6
6
6
6

583,2
577,7
569,1
563,7
370,0

(11)
(12)
(12)
(12)
–

658,3
654,3
644,4
640,5
370,0

2013

2012

972,8

1 082,6

&
&
&
&

7
7
7
7

SUMMARISED GROUP STATEMENT
OF COMPREHENSIVE INCOME
Rm
Profit for the year
Other comprehensive income
Items that may be reclassified subsequently to profit or loss
Gains arising from translating the financial results of foreign subsidiaries

4,9

–*

Total comprehensive income

977,7

1 082,6

Total comprehensive income attributable to:
Non-controlling interests
Equity holders of Reunert

13,8
963,9

15,9
1 066,7

* Nil due to rounding.
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SUMMARISED GROUP BALANCE SHEET
Rm
Non-current assets
Property, plant and equipment and intangible assets
Goodwill
Investments and loans
Rental and finance lease receivables
Deferred taxation

Notes

9
10

2013

2012

759,0
803,0
76,3
1 378,2
55,3

706,8
707,0
64,3
1 066,5
33,3

Non-current assets

3 071,8

2 577,9

Current assets
Inventory and contracts in progress
Rental and finance lease receivables
Accounts receivable, derivative assets and taxation
Cash and cash equivalents

1 163,3
792,5
1 716,2
699,2

969,3
695,7
1 648,2
696,9

Current assets

4 371,2

4 010,1

Total assets

7 443,0

6 588,0

Equity attributable to equity holders of Reunert
Ordinary
Preference

4 877,9
–

4 441,7
0,7

Non-controlling interests

4 877,9
59,4

4 442,4
56,1

Total equity

4 937,3

4 498,5

139,7
24,9

127,4
25,4

164,6

152,8

1 971,1

1 860,1

Non-current liabilities
Deferred taxation
Long-term borrowings
Non-current liabilities
Current liabilities
Accounts payable, derivative liabilities, provisions and taxation
Bank overdrafts and current portion of long-term borrowings (including
finance leases)

11

370,0

76,6

Current liabilities

2 341,1

1 936,7

Total equity and liabilities

7 443,0

6 588,0
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SUMMARISED GROUP CASH FLOW STATEMENT
Rm
EBITDA
Increase in net working capital
Other (net)
Cash generated from operations
Net interest and dividend income
Taxation paid
Dividends paid (including to non-controlling shareholders)

Notes
12

2013

Restated*
2012

1 461,2
(144,5)
13,7

1 660,7
(191,6)
26,2

1 330,4
15,7
(372,8)
(612,8)

1 495,3
41,8
(447,2)
(577,4)

Net cash flows from operating activities

360,5

512,5

Net cash flows from investing activities

(696,3)

(498,5)

Capital expenditure
Net cash flows from acquisition of businesses
Movement in total rental and finance lease receivables
Payment of outstanding purchase consideration for prior year acquisitions
Non-current loans granted
Other

(176,4)
(238,6)
(287,5)
–
(17,7)
23,9

(106,5)
(76,8)
(207,3)
(91,5)
(28,5)
12,1

Net cash flows from financing activities

44,9

42,1

Shares issued
Redemption of preference shares
Other

46,0
(0,7)
(0,4)

42,5
–
(0,4)

(290,9)
620,7

56,1
564,6

329,8

620,7

699,2
(369,4)

696,9
(76,2)

329,8

620,7

(Decrease)/increase in net cash resources
Net cash resources at the beginning of the year
Net cash resources at the end of the year
Cash and cash equivalents
Bank overdrafts
Net cash resources at the end of the year

* It is the group’s view that rental and finance leases provided to customers are investing activities due to the long-term nature of these advances.
Accordingly the prior year cash flow statement was restated to reflect the movement in these amounts from operating activities to investing activities.

The impact of the restatement is R207,3 million and is detailed below:

Increase in net working capital
Cash generated from operations
Net cash inflow from operating activities
Movement in total rental and finance lease receivables
Net cash outflow from investing activities

Previously
reported

Restated

(398,9)
1 288,0
305,2
–
(291,2)

(191,6)
1 495,3
512,5
(207,3)
(498,5)
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SUMMARISED GROUP STATEMENT OF CHANGES IN EQUITY
Rm

2013

2012

Share capital
Balance at the beginning of the year
Issue of shares
Redemption of preference shares

242,8
46,0
(0,7)

200,3
42,5
–

Balance at the end of the year

288,1

242,8

766,9
29,6
(796,5)

751,0
15,9
–

Share-based payment reserve
Balance at the beginning of the year
Share-based payment expense and deferred taxation thereon
Transfer to retained earnings
Balance at the end of the year
Equity transactions with empowerment partner and non-controlling shareholders
Balance at the beginning of the year
Acquisition of non-controlling interest
Transfer to retained earnings
Balance at the end of the year
Empowerment shares1
Treasury shares
Non-distributable reserves
Balance at the beginning of the year
Transfer to retained earnings
Balance at the end of the year
Foreign currency translation reserves
Balance at the beginning of the year
Other comprehensive income
Balance at the end of the year
Retained earnings
Balance at the beginning of the year
Profit for the year attributable to equity holders of Reunert
Cash dividends declared and paid
Transfer from reserves
Balance at the end of the year
Equity attributable to equity holders of Reunert
Non-controlling interests
Balance at the beginning of the year
Share of total comprehensive income
Dividends declared and paid
Acquisition of non-controlling interest
Balance at the end of the year
Total equity at end of the year

–

766,9

(34,9)
(0,2)
35,1

(35,3)
0,4
–

–
(276,1)
(1 253,6)

(34,9)
(276,1)
(1 253,6)

3,9
(3,9)

3,9
–

–

3,9

(2,8)
4,9

(2,8)
–

2,1

(2,8)

4 996,2
959,0
(603,1)
765,3

4 493,0
1 066,7
(563,5)
–

6 117,4

4 996,2

4 877,9

4 442,4

56,1
13,8
(9,7)
(0,8)

55,2
15,9
(13,9)
(1,1)

59,4

56,1

4 937,3

4 498,5

1 These are shares held by Bargenel Investments Limited (Bargenel), a company sold by Reunert to an accredited empowerment partner in 2007.
Until the amount owing by the empowerment partner is repaid to Reunert, Bargenel is to be consolidated by the group as the significant risks and
rewards of ownership of the equity have not passed to the empowerment partner.
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SUMMARISED SEGMENTAL ANALYSIS
Rm

2013

% of total

3 505,7
6 812,1
1 019,9
12,9

31
60
9
–

11 350,6

100

2012

% of total

(4)
(6)
27
231

3 634,3
7 218,3
805,7
3,9

31
62
7
–

(3)

11 662,2

100

(15)
(24)
38
66

592,9
838,6
150,5
(57,4)

39
55
10
(4)

(13)

1 524,6

100

% change

1

Revenue
CBI-electric
Nashua
Reutech
Other
Revenue as reported
1 Inter-segment revenue is immaterial and
has not been separately disclosed.

Operating profit
CBI-electric
Nashua
Reutech
Other
Operating profit as reported

505,5
636,1
207,3
(19,4)

38
48
16
(2)

1 329,5

100

2013

% of total

2012

% of total

Total assets
CBI-electric
Nashua
Reutech
Other2

2 003,0
4 468,9
727,2
243,9

27
60
10
3

1 515,2
4 101,6
598,2
373,0

23
62
9
6

Total assets as reported

7 443,0

100

6 588,0

100

Rm

2 Included in Other are bank balances of Rnil (2012: R206,4 million) held by the group’s treasury.
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NOTES
1.

BASIS OF PREPARATION

2.

ACCOUNTING POLICIES

These summarised consolidated financial statements have been prepared in accordance with the framework concepts and
the recognition and measurement criteria of IFRS and its interpretations adopted by the International Accounting Standards
Board (IASB) in issue and effective for the group at 30 September 2013 and the SAICA Financial Reporting Guides, as issued
by the Accounting Practices Committees and Financial reporting pronouncements as issued by the Financial Reporting
Standards Council. This summarised consolidated information has been prepared using the information as required by IAS 34
– Interim Financial Reporting, and complies with the Listings Requirements of the JSE Limited and the requirements of the
Companies Act, No 71 of 2008 of South Africa. This report was compiled under the supervision of MC Krog CA (SA) (chief
financial officer). These financial statements do not include all the information required for full annual financial statements and
should be read in conjunction with the consolidated financial statements as at and for the year ended 30 September 2013.
The accounting policies and methods of computation applied in the preparation of this report are consistent with those
applied in the preparation of the annual financial statements for the year ended 30 September 2013. These accounting policies
comply with IFRS and no changes have occurred during the year, except for the amendments to the presentation of other
comprehensive income in terms of IAS1 – Presentation of Financial Statements.
Full details of accounting policies are disclosed in the group’s consolidated annual financial statements for the year ended
30 September 2013, which is available online.

3.

CRITICAL JUDGEMENTS AND ESTIMATES

The preparation of financial statements in conformity with IFRS requires management to make judgements, estimates and
assumptions that affect the application of policies and reported amounts of assets and liabilities, income and expenses.
In preparing these summarised consolidated financial statements, management has made judgements, estimates and
assumptions in respect of useful lives and residual values of property, plant and equipment and intangible assets,
impairments, provisions for inventory, provision for bad debts and other provisions.
Rm

4.

5.

6.

2013

2012

7 943,4
8,0
30,5

8 130,9
(0,1)
14,3

OPERATING PROFIT

Operating profit includes:
– Cost of sales
– Realised gain/(loss) on foreign exchange and derivative instruments
– Unrealised gain on foreign exchange and derivative instruments

NET INTEREST AND DIVIDEND INCOME
Interest income
Interest expense
Dividend income

26,3
(11,1)
0,5

52,0
(10,7)
0,5

Total

15,7

41,8

163,1

162,0

1,6

1,0

164,7

163,0

NUMBER OF SHARES USED TO CALCULATE
EARNINGS PER SHARE

Weighted average number of shares in issue used to determine basic earnings, headline
earnings and normalised headline earnings per share (millions of shares)
Adjusted by the dilutive effect of unexercised share options
granted (millions of shares)
Weighted average number of shares used to determine diluted basic, diluted headline
and diluted normalised headline earnings per share (millions of shares)
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Rm

2013

2012

Profit attributable to equity holders of Reunert
Headline earnings are determined by eliminating the effect of the following items from
attributable earnings:
Net gain on disposal of property, plant and equipment and intangible assets (after tax
charge of R0,8 million (2012: R0,3 million)
Gain on change in shareholding in investment (after tax charge of Rnil)
Impairment charge recognised for property, plant and equipment (after tax credit of
R0,1 million (2012: R0,5 million))
Gain on disposal of subsidiary (after tax charge of R0,5 million)

959,0

1 066,7

Headline earnings

951,5

1 066,8

Headline earnings (refer to note 7.1)
It is the group’s policy to determine normalised headline earnings by eliminating the
effect of the following items from attributable headline earnings:
Net economic interest in profit attributable to minority interests with outstanding equity
related loan accounts (refer to note 8)
Share of headline earnings adjustments

951,5

1 066,8

Normalised headline earnings

928,4

1 044,3

23,0

22,2

147,3

107,7

Carrying value at the beginning of the year
Acquisition of businesses
Adjustment to goodwill on finalisation of acquisitions made in the prior year

707,0
97,0
(1,0)

654,9
44,0
8,1

Carrying value at the end of the year

803,0

707,0

Loans – at cost
Other unlisted investments – at cost

74,6
1,7

62,6
1,7

Carrying value at the end of the year

76,3

64,3

25,5
(0,6)

25,8
(0,4)

24,9

25,4

7.1 HEADLINE EARNINGS

7.2 NORMALISED HEADLINE EARNINGS

8.

(7,4)
(0,2)

(1,0)
(0,3)

0,3
(0,2)

1,4
–

(23,0)
(0,1)

(22,2)
(0,3)

MINORITY INTERESTS WITH OUTSTANDING EQUITY RELATED
LOAN ACCOUNTS

It is the group’s policy that where the significant risks and rewards of ownership in
respect of equity interests have not passed to the minority shareholders, these are
not recognised as non-controlling interests.
Had the non-controlling interests been recognised, the effect would be the following:
– Net economic interest in current year profit that is attributable to all affected
minority shareholders
– Balance sheet interest that is economically attributable to all affected minority
shareholders

9.

GOODWILL

10. INVESTMENTS AND LOANS

11. LONG-TERM BORROWINGS

Total long-term borrowings (including finance leases)
Less: short-term portion (including finance leases)
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NOTES CONTINUED

Rm

12. INCREASE IN NET WORKING CAPITAL

Inventory and contracts in progress increase
Accounts receivable and derivative assets increase
Trade and other payables and derivative liabilities (increase)/decrease

2013

2012

192,3
192,3
65,6
(113,4)

19,5
19,5
53,4
118,7

144,5

191,6

13. UNCONSOLIDATED SUBSIDIARY

The financial results of Cafca Limited, a subsidiary incorporated in Zimbabwe, have not been consolidated as the group
does not have management control. The amounts involved are not material to the group’s results.
At 30 September 2013 Cafca’s retained earnings amounted to US$10,1 million.

14. RELATED PARTY TRANSACTIONS

The group entered into various transactions with related parties, which occurred in the ordinary course of business and
under terms that are no more favourable than those arranged with independent third parties.

15. EVENTS AFTER BALANCE SHEET DATE

No events have occurred after the balance sheet date that require additional disclosure or adjustment to the annual
financial statements.

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION
Rm (unless otherwise stated)

2013

2012

Net worth per share (cents)
Current ratio (:1)
Net number of ordinary shares in issue (million)

2 980
2,2
163,7

2 732
2,1
162,6

Number of ordinary shares in issue (million)
Less: Empowerment shares (million)
Less: Treasury shares (million)

201,4
(18,5)
(19,2)

200,3
(18,5)
(19,2)

Capital expenditure

176,4

106,5

– expansion
– replacement

138,5
37,9

79,9
26,6

Capital commitments in respect of property, plant and equipment

127,2

78,3

51,7
75,5

16,5
61,8

128,4

99,2

– contracted
– authorised not yet contracted
Commitments in respect of operating leases
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DEFINITIONS AND FORMULAE
AVERAGE NET OPERATING ASSETS

NET INTEREST COVER

The average of the opening and closing balance of each year.

Operating profit
Interest paid

AVERAGE ORDINARY SHAREHOLDERS’ FUNDS
The average of the opening and closing balances of each year.

NET OPERATING ASSETS

CASH FLOW PER SHARE (CENTS)

Total assets – (cash + cash equivalents) – (current liabilities
– bank overdrafts – short-term portion of long-term borrowings)

Cash flow from operating activities before dividends paid

NET WORTH PER SHARE

Weighted average shares in issue during the year

Ordinary shareholders’ funds

CURRENT RATIO
Current assets
Short-term non-interest bearing debt

+ short-term borrowings

DIVIDEND COVER (TIMES)
Normalised headline earnings per share
Dividend per share

DIVIDEND YIELD (%)

Shares in issue at year-end – (treasury shares
+ empowerment shares)

NORMALISED HEADLINE EARNINGS PER SHARE
Attributable headline earnings – interest to empowerment
partners + other items in profit directly associated with
empowerment transactions ± other non-sustainable gains or
losses in the income statement
Weighted average number of shares in issue during the year

Dividend per share

OPERATING MARGIN (%)

Market price per share at year-end

Operating profit
Revenue

EARNINGS YIELD (%)
Normalised headline earnings per share
Market price per share at year-end

RETURN ON NET OPERATING ASSETS (%)
Operating profit

± capital items included in headline earnings

EBITDA

Average net operating assets

Earnings (operating profit) before interest, taxation,
depreciation and amortisation.

RETURN ON ORDINARY SHAREHOLDERS’ FUNDS (%)

HEADLINE EARNINGS PER SHARE

Average ordinary shareholders’ funds

Attributable earnings adjusted for attributable value of items
in terms of SAICA Circular 02/20131

TOTAL ASSETS

Normalised headline earnings

Weighted average ordinary shares in issue during the year

Non-current assets

+ current assets

MARKET CAPITALISATION

TOTAL BORROWINGS

Market price per share × (ordinary shares in issue
– treasury shares – empowerment shares)

Interest-bearing debt.

NET ASSET TURN
Revenue

TOTAL LIABILITIES
Total liabilities

– deferred taxation

Average net operating assets

WEIGHTED AVERAGE NUMBER OF SHARES IN ISSUE
DURING THE YEAR

NET BORROWINGS

Opening shares in issue – (treasury shares
+ empowerment shares)
± time weighted moves in shares in issue

Total borrowings

– (cash + cash equivalents)

1 Refer note 8 of the annual financial statements.
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OPERATIONAL REVIEWS

ELECTRICAL
ENGINEERING
CBI-ELECTRIC
2013 FOCUS AREAS
CBI-ELECTRIC: AFRICAN CABLES
CBI-ELECTRIC: LOW VOLTAGE

Establish CBI-electric as a significant
supplier for the intended R18 billion
South African spend on renewable energy
solutions over the next few years.

CBI-ELECTRIC: ABERDARE ATC
TELECOM CABLES (50%)
Increase export activity into Africa,
Europe and the USA.

Participate actively in Eskom and Transnet
expansion plans.
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CBI-electric’s greatest
resource is experience.
We have built a diversified group of
vertically-integrated companies, each
with a major footprint in different sectors
of the electrical and telecommunications
industries. One of the key competitive
capabilities of CBI-electric is
commitment to the continual
development of new technology
and intellectual property.

For more on our products and services
visit www.cbi-electric.co.za

PERFORMANCE
R250 million of orders were received for
cables, inverters and installation services in
Window 1 of the renewable energy
programme. The business is well placed to
repeat the performance on Window 2.
African Cables and Low Voltage increased
exports by more than 40% year-on-year.
Telecom cables supplied 50% of MTN’s
fibre cable requirement in Nigeria.
African Cables is an approved long-term
supplier of cables and conductors to Eskom.
The business is expected to benefit from
increased sales under this supply contract as
Eskom rolls out additional infrastructure as
part of its expansion plans.
Low Voltage is the approved supplier for the
supply of circuit breakers to Prasa for its rail
infrastructure rollout.

2014 FOCUS AREAS

Continue to drive operational efficiencies.
Pursue industrial cable and electrical protection
equipment opportunities in the African market
focusing on the mining sector.
Secure major infrastructure contracts.

Expand product lines

and grow sales in our overseas subsidiaries.
Continue with the strategic development
of our solutions businesses.
Supply optical fibre cable for the initial phase
of the square kilometre array project.
Maintain stable labour relationships.
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ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING CONTINUED

BI-electric’s results were impacted
by the slower than expected rollout
of infrastructure projects, challenging
labour conditions in South Africa and reduced capital
expansion in the mining industry. Revenue decreased
by 4% to R3,5 billion while operating profit
declined by R87 million to R506 million.
Utility tender activity showed a slight improvement in the second
half of the financial year. Future demand will be driven by:
§§ Eskom’s capacity expansion programme;
§§ renewable energy projects;
§§ low-cost housing projects;
§§ opportunities in our export markets; and
§§ Prasa’s investments in new railway infrastructure.
However, competition from low-cost global manufacturers
remains a threat and margin pressures are expected
to continue.
The group continues to focus on building its solution
offerings through its Power Installations division and newly
established CBI-electric: Solutions division. These businesses
leverage group products in delivering turnkey energy
solutions and maintenance services. CBI-electric continues
to develop innovative solutions such as its CBiD cable theft
prevention system.

%: FACTORY CAPACITY UTILISATION
90
80

Investment in capital expenditure increased, principally
as a result of African Cables’ investment in a new high-voltage
production line, which will allow for the manufacture of larger
275kV cable.
Although CBI-electric did not experience any strike action in
the last year, labour unrest in other industries has had a ripple
effect on the business. Given that the three-year wage
agreement, negotiated in 2011, comes to an end in 2014,
industrial action cannot be excluded. The workforce at
CBI-electric is unionised with the majority of factory
employees belonging to a recognised union. The metal
industry, through the Steel and Engineering Industries
Federation of South Africa (SEIFSA), has commenced
formulating its position with regard to the three-yearly wage
negotiations with the metal workers’ union.
Learnership and apprenticeship programmes are in place to
ensure a healthy pipeline of future middle management. This
year, 73 learners participated in programmes in the CBI-electric
group. Employment equity targets have been set and are
monitored at executive committee level. In total R10 million
was spent on training, including salaries paid to learners.

70
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The copper price remained fairly stable during the period under
review providing an element of product cost stability. Exposure
risk on raw materials is managed through a dual supply
strategy, rigorous stock control and forward cover on
certain projects.
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R150m 22%

>

INCREASE IN POLES
MANUFACTURED

OF CONTRACTS DELAYED

NEW

CBI-ELECTRIC: AFRICAN CABLES

The year under review was a challenging one
for African Cables. Muted demand in orders for
transmission line projects and the ongoing instability
in the mining sector hampered revenue growth.
While supplies to the general electrical contractors’ market
have grown, international suppliers entering the market have
contributed to lower margins being achieved on these sales.
The local cable industry was designated by the Department of
Trade and Industry (DTI) as a preferred supplier for stateowned entities in April this year. This move will assist in
supporting local manufacturing capacities.
Factory capacity utilisation in the medium voltage plant
improved in the second half of the year as production for
renewable energy cables was completed and operational
efficiencies improved.
The Power Installations division had a mixed year and, while
turnkey installations were down due to project delays, the
services business continues to improve. We were awarded the
extra high-voltage contract for the Eskom Ingula pumped water
storage scheme towards year-end, which together with
a better project order book, will contribute to a stronger
performance in 2014.
Tank Industries, the cable accessories business which was
acquired last year, performed well, albeit off a low base, and
improved market share countrywide. Export revenue
accounted for 30% of total sales and the business expects
growth in the export market in 2014.

HV-LINE INSTALLED

Consumption targets have been set for management and are
monitored on a monthly basis. Since 2010, African Cables has
managed to reduce its electricity usage by 8,3% per cable
tonne manufactured.
The entity retained its Level 2 BBBEE rating, while also improving
its BBBEE procurement score. Investment in skills development
increased from R4,9 million a year ago to R5,6 million.

CBI-ELECTRIC: LOW VOLTAGE

Low Voltage delivered a commendable performance
during the past financial year. Stable local volumes
were augmented by a strong drive in exports and a
weaker rand, which resulted in both revenue growth
and improved operating profit.
Export volumes increased significantly and Europe performed
well as the demand for our circuit breakers used in the rollout
of the 4G telecommunication network continued. The USA
provided another year of solid growth.
Exports into Africa improved and this expansion is expected to
continue in the new financial year. Australia’s results, however,
were disappointing. Management changes were effected
before year-end and an improved performance is already
evident. A recovery in the mining sector and demand for
specialised circuit breakers is expected to drive growth.
The local residential market remained subdued, while
commercial markets showed a slight improvement. The mining
industry was driven primarily by essential maintenance and
“stay-in-business” projects.

African Cables has strengthened its manufacturing capability
by adding additional cross-linked polyethylene manufacturing
capacity. This capital project will be partly funded through the
Manufacturing Competitiveness Enhancement Programme
incentive offered by the DTI.

A successful legal process against an importer of counterfeit
products highlighted the risk of inferior products to consumers.

African Cables is the largest user of electricity in the group.
Further reduction in energy consumption was achieved through
the continued focus on energy efficiency projects.

Additional machinery and investment in human capital in the
engineering division improved the quality of existing products.

Low Voltage remains a market leader in energy efficient and
quality circuit breakers and associated energy solutions.
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ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING CONTINUED

32%
NON-SA SALES

NEW

24 000m

2

MANUFACTURING PLANT

STRONG EXPORT PERFORMANCE

Several new product launches were concluded and our
products are approved for the Prasa rollout which commences
in 2014.

facility in Africa. These systems are used by the photovoltaic
inverter industry and for the integration of motor control
centres at remote mines in Africa.

The medium voltage, automation and control and ITmatic
businesses were integrated into a single solutions business
unit focussing on the material handling, energy systems and
process sectors of the market. The manufacturing facility of
the combined business unit comprises an area of 24 000m2
and was established at Reunert Park Boksburg. It provides
an improved solutions offering that will provide an additional
channel for the group’s products. CBI-electric: Solutions
established the largest e-house electric system manufacturing

The company supported electrical engineering programmes at
the University of Witwatersrand and University of Pretoria and
continued to support the Reunert College.

Low Voltage market segmentation as % of revenue
Residential and commercial
Industrial
Mining
Automation and control
Retail
Utilities
Solutions
Exports and offshore subsidiaries

%: LOW-VOLTAGE EXPORT REVENUE BY REGION
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A group of 28 learners participated in a number of learnerships,
including an apprenticeship programme for electricians which
started in February 2013.
CBI-electric: Low Voltage improved its BBBEE rating from
level 6 to level 4 during the past year.
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ISO

14001
ATTAINED

FOCUS SHIFTING TO AFRICA

TELECOM CABLES

Telecom Cables1 continued to underperform. The
delay in infrastructure programmes resulted in
marginal revenue growth for the year. Increased
operating costs, as well as challenges experienced
with the manufacture of new products, impacted
negatively on operating profit.
Delays in the rollout of the national broadband strategy and the
restructuring at Telkom led to lower than anticipated orders for
copper cable. Telkom remains the entity’s primary customer.
Actions are in place to improve labour efficiencies. Further,
management targets have been set to reduce the overconsumption of raw materials in the manufacturing process.
These steps are expected to result in improved efficiencies
in future periods.
Fibre optic cable demand improved, but international
competition, specifically from European and Chinese
manufacturers, is suppressing margins. Our focus on
exports – originally to the Middle East – has now shifted
to Africa, where greater opportunities exist for both
industrial and fibre optic cables.
The fibre market remains dominated by mobile operators
investing in terrestrial optical fibre networks. Micro blown
cable is provided to Telkom for the multi-service access nodes
(MSAN) project currently being rolled out. Following earlier
successes, we remain optimistic in securing a large share of
the fibre optic cable and duct requirements for the rollout of
the long-haul fibre network between Durban and Cape Town.

mining projects as well as by the upgrade and construction of
Eskom power stations. Demand for signalling cable is expected
to increase from Transnet and Prasa as the railway systems are
upgraded. Product designation should assist in securing local
sales, specifically from state enterprises.
Telecom Cables maintained its level 4 BBBEE rating. Amongst
its initiatives, 24 learners participated in a cable maker’s
programme and an additional 11 learners were employed in
various apprenticeship programmes.
The company received its ISO 14001 accreditation early in the
financial year and incremental improvements have been made,
including the harvesting of rainwater.

%: TELECOMS PRODUCT MIX AS % OF REVENUE
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Industrial cable demand looks promising and will contribute
to the company’s strategy to reduce its reliance on specific
markets and a single major customer. Orders for
instrumentation, fibre and data cables are expected to be
buoyant and driven mainly by infrastructure, petroleum and

1 Following the change in Accounting Standards for joint ventures, the results of CBI-electric: Aberdare ATC Telecom Cables will be equity accounted
effective 1 October 2013.
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INFORMATION
COMMUNICATION
TECHNOLOGIES
NASHUA
NASHUA OFFICE AUTOMATION
NASHUA MOBILE
NASHUA COMMUNICATIONS

2013 FOCUS AREAS
Grow customer base and minutes on
voice network.
Market penetration in the converged voice
and data network space.
Rollout of products developed for hosted
PBX, mobile voice and data storage.

PANSOLUTIONS
QUINCE

Strengthen customer focus through
training and improved technology.

Grow Nashua Mobile’s retail presence.

Accelerate rollout of office solutions.
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Nashua’s office automation and
telecommunications expertise
enables it to provide services to
a range of clients, from individuals
to large corporate customers in
southern Africa.

For more on our products and services
visit www.nashua.co.za, www.nashuamobile.com; www.nashuacommunications.co.za;
www.pansolutions.co.za; www.quincecapital.co.za

PERFORMANCE

2014 FOCUS AREAS

12% growth in minutes sold on voice network
and more than 1 500 new installations.
Penetration has been slower than expected,
but the skills set and strategy is in place for this
to occur in 2014.
Hosted PBX pilot has been deployed, with a full
market release expected at the end of 2013.
A customer-centric culture programme was launched
at Nashua Office Automation.
Nashua Mobile significantly increased its
training interventions.
Technology was upgraded to service customers
better. Further enhancements will be made during 2014.
Given the challenging environment, the rollout plan
was put on hold.

Finalise agreements

with MTN and Vodacom.
Drive print and document
management offerings
in office automation segment.

Build VoIP
network at a faster pace.
Increase penetration
with Cisco product and services.
Secure external funding
for Quince.

Strategic initiatives implemented in the managed
document solutions business are gaining traction.
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INFORMATION COMMUNICATION TECHNOLOGIES CONTINUED

he Nashua segment faced a challenging
operating environment this year.
The telecommunications industry’s race for
customers, declining business confidence and the
impact of the weaker rand affected its performance.
Revenue dropped by 6% to R6,8 billion, while
operating profit declined 24% from R839 million
to R636 million.
The further reductions in mobile interconnect rates, which
resulted in lower tariffs by the network operators, had
a negative impact on Nashua Mobile’s revenue contribution.
A stalemate on how new incentive agreements will be
implemented lowered operating profit as Vodacom decreased
the incentive provided to the company from March 2013. The
current business model is under scrutiny.
Nashua, with its strong brand recognition, continues to serve
a valued customer base. Strategic partnerships with
international product suppliers were evaluated and reaffirmed.
Nashua will continue to build its solutions’ offerings, while
being selective in sourcing best-of-breed products.
Various change management initiatives have been introduced
to embed a customer-centric approach and to ensure that
employees seamlessly shift from selling products to delivering
solutions to clients.
Market conditions are expected to remain tough in the
foreseeable future. It is thus critical that the business
continues to improve and expand its distribution channels.
Further investment in products and systems that will generate
greater productivity and efficiencies, coupled with a positive
customer experience, will be pursued.

MAJOR AWARDS RECEIVED
NASHUA OFFICE AUTOMATION
§§ HP gold specialist award
§§ Top 500 companies: Top company in the Office
Automation Industry
§§ 2013 Winners circle award – Laserfiche
§§ Ricoh 30 year award as distributor
§§ Ricoh 40 year association

NASHUA MOBILE
§§ Ask Africa Orange Index
§§ Independent Cellular Providers
»» 2nd in the winning brands category

NASHUA COMMUNICATIONS
§§ Cisco Gold Partner
§§ Unify* Premier Solution Provider
* formerly known as Siemens Enterprise Communications
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R249m 9% 5%
NASHUA NORTH
ACQUISITION

GROWTH IN PRINTER
UNIT SALES

ANNUITY INCOME IS

NASHUA OFFICE AUTOMATION

Nashua Office Automation produced respectable
results in a competitive environment.
The revenue from increased unit sales was offset by cost
pressures driven by a weaker rand and supplier price increases.
Although document volumes are expected to decline in the long
term, volume increased by 5% in the current year to a monthly
average of 409 million prints. Service and annuity income
remain a key focus area for the business. Revenue from
consumables and parts remained flat in relation to last year.
Annuity income comprised 42% of revenue in the current year.
Printer unit sales increased by 9%. However margins were
slightly down, as was the case with multifunction unit margins.
The production print division showed pleasing growth and is
expanding as commercial printers migrate from traditional
lithography printing to digital colour solutions.
Partnerships with product suppliers are crucial to Nashua’s
business. A five-year, non-exclusive agreement is being
concluded with Ricoh International, who remains Nashua’s
key strategic partner. Nashua also strengthened its product
range by including products sourced from Hewlett Packard,
Samsung and Sindoh in its offering.
The acquisition of major franchises remains a strategic focus for
Nashua and led to the purchase of the Nashua North business
for R248,5 million in July 2013. Further acquisitions in line with
the strategy will be concluded in the short to medium term.
The strategic initiatives implemented in the managed
document solutions (MDS) business are starting to gain
traction. The MDS team has grown in both the sales and
technical areas creating a solid foundation for the 2014
fiscal period.
Software solutions and electronic document flow are key
strategic growth areas for Nashua. A new entry-level document
management system aimed at the SME market was recently
launched. Nashua has also solidified its distribution agreement
with Laserfiche.

GROWTH IN PRINTED
DOCUMENTS

42% OF REVENUE

Strategically Nashua is moving from a product-led to a
service-led organisation. The shift required in changing the
sales dynamic from product offering to software solutions
supplier is supported by training programmes and recruitment.
Overall, the franchise channel met expectations, and the
sales of other Nashua group products, such as Nashua
Communications’ VoIP and PBX offerings, is gaining
momentum.
Nashua intends to broaden its presence in the SADC countries
by establishing dealer channels in Zambia and Mozambique and
further north into Ghana. Potential partners have been identified
in other territories and opportunities will be evaluated continually.
Nashua has been working on establishing an industryrecognised training programme for technicians, which will be
accredited by the MICT SETA and rated at SAQA NQF level 5.
Nine students have already been identified and will start the
year-long pilot course in January 2014.
The warehousing system is set to be upgraded and
centralised, thereby reducing costs, improving efficiencies and
reducing carbon emissions. A direct distribution pilot will be
run in the Gauteng region from the middle of 2014 and plans
are afoot to roll out nationwide distribution for machines,
certain peripherals and consumables by year-end.
Nashua had its stage 2 environmental management system
audit at year-end. ISO 14001 certification is expected by the
end of January 2014. Nashua retained its level 4 BBBEE rating.
Nashua continues with its corporate social investment
initiatives through the Nashua Children’s Charity Foundation
(NCCF). NCCF originated as a charity project in 2006, largely as
an HIV/Aids initiative to support township schools. It has grown
steadily over the years and today the Foundation is a registered
non-profit organisation that supports 54 charities. The focus is
on addressing the basic needs and education of orphans and
indigent and vulnerable children. The trustees meet monthly to
assess requests for donations and assistance. This year
R4,5 million was invested in providing food, clothes and
infrastructure improvements for the community.
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7% 30%
DECLINE IN ARPU

GROWTH IN DATA USERS

247 000 HANDSETS FINANCED

NASHUA MOBILE

Nashua Mobile experienced strong headwinds as
competition between mobile operators intensified
in a saturated cellular industry. Downward pressure
on call and subscription rates saw subscribers using
less out-of-bundle airtime and average revenue per
user (ARPU) declined by 7% to R312 per user.

Higher customer churn is a combination of an increase in bad
debt, shortfall on customer service and the continued reduction
in customer incentive bonuses received from the networks.
Bad debt increased significantly in the current year and is a
reflection of the pressure on small enterprise and consumers
in the current economic climate. Tighter customer acquisition
rules, as well as the automation of many of the credit control
functions are receiving the required attention to reduce the bad
debt to more acceptable levels.

Gross profit was dampened further by reduced margins received
from Vodacom for seven months of the year under review. We
expect this pressure to continue and that the other operators
will follow suit by reducing ongoing margins to the independent
distribution partners wherever possible.

High-end smartphones are sought after and the number of
handset devices financed increased by 46 000 to 247 000. We
expect continued growth in the handset financing book. While
these handsets are currently funded from Nashua Mobile
generated cash, alternative funding options are being explored.

Costs were contained and increased by just 2%. Headcount
increased slightly to 752 employees, excluding staff employed
by franchises and channel partners.

The capital expenditure programme initiated in 2012 continued
with both the company’s server and network infrastructures
being replaced in 2013. These enhancements will contribute to
business innovation and agility and signal the introduction of
customer-friendly technologies.

The post-paid subscriber base grew by 4% to 934 911
subscribers. During the year, a further 9 715 least-cost routing
(LCR) sim cards were deactivated, leaving a small base, which
will wind down over the next two years.
Data subscribers grew by 30% during the period under review.
Nashua Mobile continues to strengthen its position as a
supplier of smartphones, with 82% of all devices sold being
smartphones. By year-end, monthly sales of smartphones
had exceeded 88% of total devices sold.

Closing subscriber base
Number of subscribers signed up
Number of subscribers lost
Network base adjustments
ARPU
Churn %1
Smartphones as % of total subscriber base
Number of prepaid sims
1 Churn has been restated to include base adjustments.

The migration of the call centre to Bloemfontein, started in
January 2009, is complete. Located close to the University of
the Free State, the call centre is a major employer of graduates
in the city. A number of students have been recruited to work
during peak periods or after hours and on weekends. These
students are potentially a valuable pool of skilled workers once
they graduate.

2013

2012

2011

2010

2009

934 911
196 822
83 366
61 270
R312
17,4%
82%
63 148

897 534
214 442
120 861
42 568
R337
18,7%
80%
44 863

846 521
174 151
146 665
99 247
R416
17,6%

819 035
187 382
90 985
–
R463
11,8%

722 638
159 960
100 709
–
R501
13,6%

22 676

12 419

6 093
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1 504 12%
NEW INSTALLATIONS

GROWTH IN VOICE MINUTES

SEN

In collaboration with SAICA, 33 learnerships in general business
administration or financial management were offered to staff. A
97% pass rate was achieved in these two programmes. A grass
roots programme was successfully run with the Reunert College
to provide 20 graduates from the College with basic telecoms
and retail experience and making them more marketable in
the workplace.
Nashua Mobile successfully retained its Level 3 BBBEE status in
2013. Good progress was made in accelerating transformation at
both middle and senior management levels.
A total of R1,8 million was spent on corporate social investment
of which R1,6 million was in aid of the NCCF.

NASHUA COMMUNICATIONS

The consolidation of three businesses (ECN,
KSS Technologies and Nashua Communications)
under the Nashua Communications banner over the
past 18 months proved challenging and produced
mixed results.
Continued growth in the voice network, solid progress within
the Panasonic product-set and reasonable inroads into the
Cisco data centre and networking sector could not offset the
decline in Siemens Enterprise Communications’ (SEN) product
sales and margins. This performance led to a decision after
year-end to right size this division to match expected revenue.
Nashua Communications continues to value its relationship
with SEN, which was renamed Unify on 15 October 2013.
Sales, service, support and maintenance of the Unify products
and the installed base will not be affected by the cost
reductions that were effected after financial year-end.
The shift to supplying and supporting best-of-breed solutions
that fit customers’ needs will ensure that the business is in a
position to move rapidly in the wider ICT space as the market
evolves. Off-premise solutions will predominantly consist of
Nashua Communications branded cloud services using Cisco
technologies to host and deliver these services over the
Nashua Communications Network (NCN).

SALES DECLINE

The economic environment this past year has caused many
large enterprises to sweat their ICT assets. They are cautious
and cost conscious when considering and negotiating an
upgrade or technology change. The slowdown in hardware and
solution sales due to this has been offset by demand for the
savings the NCN offerings provide.
NCN recorded a solid year, increasing total voice minutes by
12% to 790 million minutes, and ending the year with 1 504
new customer installations. Initial problems with the Telkom
backbone infrastructure hampered the successful transfer of
ported numbers, but these have been resolved and inbound
traffic to the Nashua number ranges is growing steadily.
Network stability, up time and voice quality continue to far
exceed internationally accepted carrier standards.
Telecommunications regulator Icasa’s announcement,
proposing further drops in interconnect rates over the next
three years bodes well for the business. As the interconnect
rates reduce, the efficiency of the Nashua network allows for
improved margins.
Nashua Communications will continue its efforts to remain a low
cost quality network providing integrated communications
services. New wireless opportunities in the last mile (LTE /4G)
as well as the roll out of fixed-line VDSL (Very High Bit rate DSL)
offer interesting options and variety in this important space.
Further consolidation is expected over the medium term as the
large operators look to combine fixed and mobile offerings.
Medium-sized players will likely look at developing critical mass
to ensure that they remain relevant. This should lead to
aggressive competition and continue to drive communication
costs down.
Nashua Communications improved its BBBEE rating to
level 3 after year-end and has implemented plans to address
equity transformation at senior management level. The
company made significant contributions to the NCCF and the
Thembalitsha Foundation as part of its corporate social
investment programme.
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PANSOLUTIONS

PanSolutions experienced another difficult year.
Revenue and operating profit was down as the
market remained highly competitive and margins
contracted. The office automation dealer channel
has settled, providing a suitable base to build from in
the future.
Technical support provided to the office automation dealers has
been turned into a value proposition. A change management
process was implemented to assist with the industry shift
towards managed document solutions and print services.
Opportunities exist to expand the dealer network in Gauteng,
the Western Cape and KwaZulu-Natal. It is expected that new
dealer appointments will be made in 2014.
The appointment of relationship consultants contributed to
growing the customer base and this initiative will be extended
to the Cape Town and Durban branches. The Centurion branch
was moved to the head office in Midrand to contain costs.
The placement of remanufactured machines will start in 12 to
18 months time as used equipment becomes available. This is
expected to provide opportunities into new sales segments for
the company. PanSolutions has been a distributor of Kyocera
equipment for the past three years.
Economic pressures, industrial action and lower demand in the
automotive industry had a negative impact on the supply of
Panasonic radios to that sector, and this in turn affected growth
figures. The launch of new vehicle models next year could be
beneficial and the ISO 14001 standard will be implemented in
the company in line with international requirements.

23%

% CONTRIBUTION
TO REVENUE
Office automation
Radios
Specialised products
12%

65%

Projectors and digital panel sales worsened in the second half
as customers’ building projects slowed. New technology using
laser projectors could see increased sales to the media sector.
Demand for the Panasonic Toughbook was subdued. The
launch of a robust Windows-based tablet, which works well in
harsh environments, could boost sales in the mining and
construction sectors.
Online advertising saw a rapid uptake of entry-level broadcast
equipment and new products, including ceiling-mounted
cameras used in diverse applications.
The retention of key employees and technical skills is receiving
attention and certain gaps will need to be filled through
mentorship programmes and technical learnerships in future.
PanSolutions improved its BBBEE rating from a Level 4 to
Level 3 and will continue to focus on employment equity
transformation at senior management level.
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A+ 26%
CREDIT RATING
RECEIVED

GROWTH IN
QUINCE BOOK TO

R1,8 BILLION

50 000 DEVICES DISCOUNTED

QUINCE

A sound business model and a high quality rental
book contributed to Global Credit Rating Co issuing
an A+ national credit rating to Quince in August
2013. Quince had a strong year, growing its book by
26% to R1,8 billion.
Asset performance remained strong and defaults were the
lowest they have been since the economic crisis in 2008. The
rental book was boosted by R130 million following the
acquisition of the Nashua North franchise book. A conservative
approach ensures that expected losses are well provided for,
while diversification across the different Nashua channels
guarantees a lower risk exposure. The customer base spans all
business types and industries, represented by more than
50 000 devices.
More than 80% of business is generated by Nashua
franchises, with the remainder from the PanSolutions and
Nashua Communications dealer networks. Onsite presence at
these franchises and dealers contributes to the book growth
and quality. Improved turnaround times, accurate paperwork,
and a good understanding of customers’ needs all contribute
to cementing long-term business flow. Recurring business
accounts for more than half of the transactions entered into
by the company.

Nashua book
Average monthly discounting

Margins reduced slightly following Nashua’s increased focus
on larger corporate customers. Tough trading conditions are
expected to continue with interest rates likely to remain flat.
The moderate shift from the traditionally preferred fixed rates
to the relatively lower linked rates has further negatively
impacted margins.
Operating expenses are well controlled and service quality
remains core to the success of the business. Further
enhancements will be made in 2014 to the bespoke
FinSight online credit vetting system.
Quince’s level 3 BBBEE rating was re-confirmed in July 2013.
Employment equity targets have been set and are monitored
at executive level. Employees are being groomed for various
positions in the company through formal and on-the-job
training, job rotation and mentoring.
This year, five female learners continued the SAICA approved
Association of Accounting Technicians learnership. This
three-year course is internationally accredited.
Quince made a contribution to the Reunert College, continued
its support to the NCCF and initiated various other corporate
social investment initiatives. These contributions are set to
continue in 2014.

2013

2012

2011

2010

2009

1 820,0
79,5

1 431,1
64,5

1 281,2
55,4

1 269,8
47,7

1 413,9
52,8
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OPERATIONAL REVIEWS

DEFENCE AND ALLIED
ELECTRONICS
REUTECH
2013 FOCUS AREAS
REUTECH RADAR
REUTECH COMMUNICATIONS
REUTECH SOLUTIONS
FUCHS ELECTRONICS
RC&C MANUFACTURING

Integrate SAAB Grintek and Natcom
acquisitions into Reutech Communications.
Increase mining surveillance radar
penetration.
Secure further orders for concentrated
photovoltaic-tracker solution.

Obtain orders and commence delivery of
set-top box orders.

Secure further export orders
for Fuchs Electronics.
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Historically, Reutech engaged
only in the development and
supply of defence-related products.
However, in recent years the revenue
streams have been broadened and
Reutech has, through the use of allied
technologies, successfully launched
a number of commercial products
and services.

For more on our products and services
visit www.reutech.co.za

PERFORMANCE

2014 FOCUS AREAS

Successfully completed.

Expand market positions.

In excess of 100 radars in 17 countries
over 4 years.
Final agreements awaited for the installation of
trackers in USA.
There have been continued delays by the
Department of Communication in issuing the
order for the manufacture of digital set-top
boxes. The tender validity has been extended
to January 2014.
Partially completed.

Investigate partnership possibilities.
Secure additional technology funding
from the state.
Secure export fuze orders.
Secure production contracts
for ground communications.
Continue to grow non-defence
business.
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DEFENCE AND ALLIED ELECTRONICS CONTINUED

eutech had a stellar year, increasing
revenue by 27% from R806 million
to over R1 billion. Significant export
orders and a weaker rand boosted operating
profits by 38% to R207 million. Overall
operating margins strengthened to 20%.
Strategies to reduce dependence on single markets and
exposure to cyclical defence contracts are starting to pay off.
Income from commercial products and ventures was boosted
by the continued success of the movement and surveillance
radar (MSR) sold to the mining industry.
The expansion of Reutech’s product range and growing market
share has positioned the segment for growth. Reutech has a
base load of products in production and a strong order book for
the 2014 financial year.

EXPORT VS LOCAL
REVENUE
Export
South Africa

Continued research and development remains critical to the
future of Reutech. A total of R70,7 million was spent in this
area during the current financial year, of which R55,3 million
was funded by customers, including continued capital support
from the South African government. The obsolescence of
electronic products and technologies is constantly monitored
to ensure future sustainability.
Formal mentorship and shadow programmes are being
implemented at the operations to ensure the transfer of
technical skills and to help meet employment equity targets
over the medium term.

MILITARY VS COMMERCIAL
REVENUE
38%

30%

Defence
Commercial

62%
70%
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R71m 100 MSRs
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

IN

17 COUNTRIES

NEW GENERATION RADIO PRODUCTION TO START IN

REUTECH RADAR

The uptake of Reutech Radar’s movement and
surveillance radar by open cast mines worldwide
contributed to a robust performance by the division.
Commercial products comprised 74% of Reutech
Radar’s reported revenue. Local defence business
was sluggish and structural changes were made
to right-size the business for the lower demand.
More than 100 MSR units have been installed in 17 countries
over the past four years, equating to a 30% annual growth
rate. Further potential exists to sell our product to mining
operations in other countries. Reutech Radar continues to
enhance its products and extend its product range. At least
5% of turnover is re-invested in ongoing research and
development of next-generation products.
The installation of 1 550 trackers at the Touws River
concentrated photovoltaic power plant is progressing well.
The strength and accuracy of the renewable energy tracker has
led to further certification and acceptance agreements as
Soitech’s tracker supplier of choice for photovoltaic-power
installations worldwide.
The development of 3D ground-based dual-band radar (DBRXL)
continued in partnership with the Department of Defence,
CSIR, Denel and the Universities of Stellenbosch and Cape
Town. It was recently successfully tested at the Overberg Test
Range, but further development funding must be secured to
ensure viability.
The first assessment for ISO 14001 certification was
completed and further work to embed an environmental
management system is in process. A final audit is expected
in June 2014.
Reutech Radar participates in the Msakh’iSizwe bursary
programme aimed at addressing skills shortages in the

2014

engineering and transport sectors in the Western Cape.
A group of 12 learners completed on-the-job-training and
worked under the supervision of a qualified technician in the
production and test team. These learners will receive their
SETA approved qualifications in January 2014. This programme
will be extended to include a total of 20 learners in the new
financial year. The intention is to provide employment for some
of these students as they complete their studies as part of
Reutech Radar’s’ transformation initiatives.
Reutech Radar also supported local schools supplying much
needed teaching materials and provided bursaries to three
black BSc students at the University of Stellenbosch. The
company improved its BBBEE rating from level 6 to level 4.

REUTECH COMMUNICATIONS

Reutech Communications had a challenging but
satisfying year in which the SAAB Grintek high
frequency (HF) business, acquired in 2012, was
successfully integrated with the traditional medium
range (VHF/UHF) communications business; ending
the year with a robust order book. The HF production
lines were moved from Centurion to the New
Germany premises in KwaZulu-Natal.
Production of the new generation radio products for the SANDF
will commence in 2014, following a decade of technology and
product development and investment in a world-class facility.
Deliveries are expected to start in 2015 and will continue over
the next five to ten years. This programme will ensure the
survival of the technology base and production capability.
During the past year extensive marketing to export markets
secured a number of HF orders. Despite initial delays in
acquiring export permits, orders were received, radios
produced and delivered by year-end, contributing to increased
operating profit.
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DEFENCE AND ALLIED ELECTRONICS CONTINUED

75kWp
SOLAR PLANT INSTALLED

NEW

OSHAS
ATTAINED

18001

RFID PRODUCTS DEVELOPED

A number of export clients will test prototypes of a new
generation airborne radio during 2014. This radio is lighter,
more compact and versatile than its predecessor and should
contribute to increased sales.
A new range of radio frequency-identification (RFID) products
has been developed for commercial and military customers.
The new range includes both bar-code and RFID readers for
inventory management and asset tracking systems. These
systems integrate seamlessly with existing SAP solutions and
other similar enterprise resource planning platforms. Beta
testing of pilot projects are already in process and will be
rolled out to a number of customers next year.
Reutech Communications retained its level 4 BBBEE rating and
is aiming to improve to level 3 in the next year.
A fully-equipped computer training centre is being built in
partnership with the Philangethemba Trust at the Tholulwazi
Secondary School – close to the Reutech Communications
premises. Pupils will enjoy the benefits of the centre during
the school day while the broader community will have access
to the centre in the afternoons and evenings.
Further skills development programmes are already in place to
recruit young black people. This initiative will help to grow the
number of operators and technicians required as production
increases in the coming years.

REUTECH SOLUTIONS

Reutech Solutions performed satisfactorily and
started implementing its strategy to grow its
customer base from primarily defence-related
logistics to offering a variety of services to stateowned entities.
Reutech Solutions has been providing Newbridge voice and
data time division multiplexer (TDM) equipment to Eskom for
many years and is favourably placed to secure a contract to
migrate Eskom’s existing TDM network to a new generation
IP/MPLS platform when Eskom goes ahead with the upgrade.
During the past year, the Network Solutions division was
appointed as a channel partner for Alcatel-Lucent and Coriant,
entering into strategic partnerships with leading brands such
as RAD and LOOP.
In addition, the award of the Telkom contract to supply services
for both Domain 3 – Indoor Service Provider (ISP) and Domain
4 – DC Power will ensure revenue growth over the forthcoming
year. The envisaged expansion of the defence force’s static
strategic communications network support contract should
provide further revenue growth opportunities.
Production commenced on an export contract for 54 Rogue
stabilised weapon platform systems, with the first delivery
scheduled for early 2014. A number of European shipyards
indicated that Reutech Solutions is their preferred supplier of
such stabilised weapon systems for integration on their
vessels. We are optimistic that this could result in additional
sales orders in the near future. Reutech Solutions’ strategic
focus involves various ICT solution rollouts, in partnership with
world-class international partners, for the bus rapid transport
system throughout South Africa.
During the past year, a 75 kilowatt peak (kWp) renewable solar
energy plant was installed at the new Noordwyk Secondary
School in Midrand. Further potential exists to support the
Gauteng Department of Education’s initiative for green energy
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SALES TO EUROPE

at all newly built schools. Reutech Solutions aims to target
concentrated photovoltaic (CPV) solar energy installations, up
to 28 kWp in addition to its single axis PV tracker offer.

The feasibility of building a water recycling and treatment plant to
significantly reduce the volume of ground water used is also
being explored.

Reutech Solutions has seen consistent improvement in its
BBBEE rating and has been granted level 2 status this year.
Major emphasis on social expenditure and enterprise
development, which included financial assistance to subcontractors, has contributed to the current rating. In the coming
year, the focus will be on skills development for own
employees, trainee and learnership programmes for matriculants
and newly qualified artisans, technicians and graduates.

Fuchs holds a level 6 BBBEE rating.

Reutech Solutions attained OSHAS 18001: 2007 certification in
the past year and has launched an initiative to complete its
ISO 14001: 2004 Environmental Management Systems by
September 2015.

FUCHS ELECTRONICS

Profitability remained strong during the past year
as Fuchs executed existing orders at favourable
exchange rates and received additional short-term
orders towards year end. The prospects for significant
export orders early in the new financial year are good.
Fuchs is one of a handful of electronic fuze developers in the
world and owns the intellectual property on all products
produced. A wide variety of rocket, mortar and artillery fuzes
were produced during the year, including some new designs.
Limited-duration contract labour, which averaged 173 employees
per month or 70% of the total workforce, was used over the
past year to assist with the variable workload.

RC&C MANUFACTURING

The RC&C Manufacturing operation made a small
loss in the current year largely due to continued
delays by the Department of Communication in
issuing the order for the manufacture of digital
set-top boxes. These boxes will form part of
South Africa’s domestic terrestrial television
migration from analogue to digital. The tender
validity has been extended to January 2014.
The manufacture of set-top boxes is expected to become a
significant part of the company’s manufacturing portfolio, but in
the interim the factory continued assembling LCD monitors,
television sets and Electrolux products. Additional work is also
undertaken for Reunert partners, CBI-electric: Low Voltage and
Fuchs Electronics.
Should the set-top box bid be successful, the partnership with
Divitech will move to the next level where contracting and
subcontracting will occur. The factory, based in Parow Cape
Town, has the capacity to manufacture at least one million
boxes a year.

Current research and development includes customer-funded
projects and is concentrated on new applications for the
company’s technologies. A new environmental testing facility for
compliance testing of products will be commissioned in 2014.
Further industrialisation of products and processes will be
undertaken to improve manufacturing efficiencies.
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CORPORATE GOVERNANCE

GOVERNANCE FRAMEWORK
INDEPENDENT NON-EXECUTIVE
DIRECTORS
TS Munday (Chairman)
SD Jagoe
S Martin
LM Mojela
TJ Motsohi
SG Pretorius
JC van der Horst
R van Rooyen

BOARD OF
DIRECTORS
as at 1 December 2013

NON-EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
NDB Orleyn
EXECUTIVE DIRECTORS
DJ Rawlinson (Chief executive)
AE Dickson
MC Krog (Chief financial officer)
MAR Taylor

REUNERT

DJ Rawlinson

(Chairman)

AE Dickson
MC Krog
AP Openshaw
GROUP
EXECUTIVE
COMMITTEE

BOARD
COMMITTEES

AUDIT
COMMITTEE

R van Rooyen
(Chairman)

S Martin
LM Mojela
SD Jagoe
TS Munday

INVESTMENT
COMMITTEE

REMUNERATION
COMMITTEE

MAR Taylor
DP van der Bijl

RISK
COMMITTEE

NOMINATION
COMMITTEE

SOCIAL, ETHICS &
TRANSFORMATION
COMMITTEE

TS Munday

SD Jagoe

SG Pretorius

TS Munday

NDB Orleyn

(Chairman)

(Chairman)

(Chairman)

(Chairman)

(Chairman)

SD Jagoe
SG Pretorius
R van Rooyen

NDB Orleyn
TS Munday
JC van der Horst

MC Krog
S Martin
TJ Motsohi
TS Munday
DJ Rawlinson
R van Rooyen

SD Jagoe
NDB Orleyn
JC van der Horst

TJ Motsohi
TS Munday
SG Pretorius
DJ Rawlinson

BOARD COMPOSITION
Male
Non-executive independent
Non-executive
Executive

Female

Black

White

Black

1

5

2
1

3

White

1
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AFS

GOVERNANCE REPORT

For full CVs go to page 70
or www.reunert.co.za
For group policies go to
www.reunert.co.za

eunert follows an integrated approach to the social, economic
and environmental elements of its operations.
§§ The Reunert code of ethics is central to the governance of all aspects of its operations.
§§ The implementation of the code of ethics is supported by various detailed group and company-specific policies.

BOARD: STRATEGY AND OVERSIGHT
DELEGATION OF AUTHORITY

RESERVED MATTERS

EXECUTIVE MANAGEMENT
RISK-BASED INTERNAL AUDIT

COMBINED ASSURANCE

SUSTAINABLE BUSINESS
COMPLIANCE WITH LAWS, REGULATIONS, CODES (INCLUDING KING III) AND STANDARDS

HIV/AIDS POLICY

WHISTLE-BLOWING POLICY

BOARD BALANCE OF POWER
AND AUTHORITY POLICY

BOARD APPOINTMENTS
POLICY

COMPANY SPECIFIC POLICIES
POLICY ON PRICE-SENSITIVE
INFORMATION AND DEALING
IN SECURITIES

ANTI-CORRUPTION
AND BRIBERY POLICY

REUNERT CODE OF ETHICS
ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY

BOARD INDUCTION POLICY

MEDIA AND INVESTOR
RELATIONS POLICY

HUMAN RIGHTS
POLICY

CORPORATE SOCIAL R E S P O N S I B I L I T Y

E N V I R O N M E N TA L R E S P O N S I B I L I T Y

GROUP POLICIES

P R O F I TA B I L I T Y
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GOVERNANCE REPORT CONTINUED

KING III CODE
§§ Reunert applies the principles of the King III Code, unless
otherwise disclosed.
§§ Reunert complies with all the principles that are obligatory
in terms of the JSE Listings Requirements.
§§ In respect of the King III Code, the board charter
provides that:
»» The board considers itself bound to and is responsible
for the implementation of the principles in the
King III Code.
»» The duties and responsibilities of the board, its
committees, executive management and the company
secretary as contemplated in the principles of King III
apply to the board (unless indicated otherwise) and are
binding on the board and its individual members.
»» The board prefers to follow the recommended practices
of the King III Code, but is not bound by them.
»» The board is responsible for publishing a narrative
statement, at least annually, on the company’s
application of the King III principles. This statement is
available on our website.

The group complies with all the principles and in numerous
instances exceeds the prescribed compliance level. The group
makes a continuous effort to enhance the application of
the principles.

EXPLANATION OF RATINGS
EXPLAINED AND COMPENSATED FOR

Rating relates to Chapter 3, paragraph 11 of King III
(recommended practice):
§§ The chairman of the Reunert board was appointed as
a member of the audit committee on 7 December 2012.
§§ The audit committee, in consultation with the nomination
committee, appointed the chairman of the board to
the audit committee on the strength of his extensive
experience and insight in financial reporting.
§§ The board chairman’s membership of the audit committee
is periodically re-evaluated by the nomination committee
to ensure that it continues to serve Reunert’s interests.
§§ The board chairman’s membership of the audit committee
is subject to annual shareholder approval.
§§ The chairman of the board does not chair the
audit committee.

The results of an internally conducted maturity assessment
on how Reunert applies the principles of the King III Code are
depicted in the diagram below.

OVERALL SCORE
STATUS CATEGORY
Board composition
Remuneration
Governance office bearers
Board role and duties
Accountability
Performance assessment
Board committees
Group boards
AAA
AA
BB
B
C
L

Highest Application
High application
Notable application
Moderate application
Application to be improved
Low application

KING III ASSESSMENT
SCORE

WEIGHTING GRAPHIC

Board composition
AAA
Remuneration
AAA
Governance office
bearers
AAA
Board role and
duties
AAA
Accountability
AAA
Performance assessment
AAA
Board committees
AAA
Group
boards
AAA

0

2 000

Applied

4 000

6 000

8 000

Explained and compensated for

10 000

12 000

Needs improvement

n Applied n Explained and compensated for n Needs improvement
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King III principles narrative

Rating relates to Chapter 9, principle 9.3 of King III:
§§ External independent assurance is not provided over
sustainability information.
§§ Instead, internal audit has performed appropriate
procedures to assess the completeness and accuracy of
non-financial information presented in the integrated report.
§§ BBBEE levels for all group operating entities are externally
verified by rating agencies.
§§ The board is satisfied that this internal oversight is sufficient
to provide the required level of comfort as to the reliability
of the information presented.
§§ The requirement for external assurance is periodically
re-assessed.

NEEDS IMPROVEMENT

Rating relates to Chapter 5, principle 5.2, 5.3 and 5.6 of King III:
§§ A detailed review of all aspects of information technology
(IT) governance and performance was conducted by an
external service provider at selected operations during the
2013 financial year. The results of the review were reported
to the board.
§§ The board concluded that the group should improve the
formalisation of IT governance and the synchronisation of
IT policies and procedures throughout the group and has
tasked management to oversee this process.

BOARD AND BOARD COMMITTEES
BOARD
§§ The composition of the board and the capacity of each
director (whether executive, non-executive and
independent) as on 1 December 2013, is set out
on page 58.
§§ A short curriculum vitae of each director is published in the
annual financial statements on pages 70 and 71.
§§ The board conducts itself in accordance with its charter:
»» The charter is reviewed annually.
»» In addition to the King III-related requirements, the
charter requires that each of the directors undertakes
to conduct him- or herself, both professionally and
personally, with integrity and in accordance with the
ethics and values of the company and the laws of
South Africa.
§§ The board has formal policies in place regarding, amongst
others:
»» Balance of power and authority on the board.
»» Formal appointment and induction procedures for new
board members.
»» Non-executive directors’ fees and reimbursement
of expenses.

Attendance of board meetings is set out below:
Board meetings
19 Nov
2012
Members
TS Munday
YZ Cuba
BP Gallagher
SD Jagoe
MC Krog
LM Mojela
TJ Motsohi
KW Mzondeki
NDB Orleyn
SG Pretorius
DJ Rawlinson
Dr JC van der Horst
R van Rooyen

12 Feb
2013

20 May
2013

29 Aug
2013

ü

ü

ü
ü
ü
ü
ü
ü
ü
ü
ü

ü

ü

ü
ü
ü
ü

Apology
Apology

ü

ü

ü
ü
ü
ü

ü
ü
ü
ü
ü

ü
ü
ü
ü
ü

Apology
ü
ü
ü
ü
ü

ü
ü

Note: Shaded cells in the table indicate meetings of the board prior to a
director’s appointment or after a director’s resignation.

BOARD COMMITTEES
§§ The board is assisted by various committees, as set out on
page 58.
§§ The committees are governed in accordance with the
principles of the King III Code, including, amongst others:
»» Circulation of committee minutes to the entire board.
»» All committees have formalised terms of reference that
are reviewed annually.
»» All committees, other than the risk committee, comprise
exclusively of non-executive directors, the majority of
whom are independent.
»» Evaluation of the performance of board committees and
chairmen are conducted annually.
»» Board committees are entitled to take independent
professional advice within the scope of their respective
mandates.
»» Board members are entitled to attend any meeting of
a board committee, irrespective of whether they are
a member thereof.
§§ The non-executive members of the board conducted
a formal process to assess the aggregate skills and
experience. The results of the assessment indicated that
the aggregate skills and experience of the non-executive
board members are appropriate to the mandate of the
board. However, the board identified industrial and
telecommunications sector knowledge as the two areas
where the depth of skills should be enhanced.
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Audit committee
In execution of its statutory duties during the past financial
year and pursuant to the provisions of the JSE Listings
Requirements, the audit committee:
§§ Confirmed the appointment of both Deloitte & Touche
(Deloitte) as the independent external auditors and
Mr Patrick Smit as the designated audit partner.
§§ Confirmed that Deloitte and the designated audit partner
are accredited by the JSE.
§§ Approved the Deloitte engagement letter, the audit plan
and the budgeted audit fees payable to Deloitte.
§§ Obtained a statement from Deloitte confirming that its
independence was not impaired.
§§ Pre-approved the non-audit services provided by Deloitte
in terms of an approved policy.
§§ Satisfied itself of the appropriateness of the expertise and
experience of the chief financial officer and the expertise,
resources and experience of the finance function.
§§ Recommended to the board, which in turn has
recommended to the shareholders for consideration
at the next annual general meeting, the appointment of
Deloitte as external auditors for the financial year ending
30 September 2014.
The audit committee report, available in our online annual
financial statements, provides a comprehensive overview
of the committee’s role and responsibilities in terms of the
§§ Interim and annual financial statements
§§ Effectiveness of external audit function
§§ Internal control and internal audit
§§ Financial risk management and information technology
§§ Legal and regulatory compliance
§§ Sustainability information
Attendance of the audit committee meetings is set out below:
Audit committee meetings

Members
R van Rooyen
YZ Cuba
SD Jagoe
LM Mojela
TS Munday
KW Mzondeki

13 Nov
2012

8 May
2013

1 Oct
2013

ü
ü
ü

ü
ü
ü
ü
ü

ü
ü
ü
ü

ü

Note: Shaded cells in the table indicate meetings of the committee prior
to a director’s appointment to or after a director’s resignation from the
committee.

Investment committee
§§ The committee is a standing committee of the board which
meets on an ad hoc basis.
§§ The committee has a dual role:
»» The committee assists and advises executive
management on opportunities identified by management
and any other envisaged material transactions that are
not in the ordinary course of business.

»» The committee makes recommendations to the board
and monitors on the board’s behalf, all material
acquisition, merger, or disposal opportunities, nonroutine material transactions and matters related thereto.
Attendance of investment committee meetings is set out below:
Investment committee meetings

Members
TS Munday
YZ Cuba
SD Jagoe
SG Pretorius
R van Rooyen

4 Oct
2012

19 Nov
2012

18 Mar
2013

12 Aug
2013

ü
ü
ü
ü
ü

ü
ü
ü
ü
ü

ü

ü

ü
ü
ü

ü
ü
ü

Note: Shaded cells in the table indicate meetings of the board after the
director’s resignation.

Remuneration committee
The remuneration committee is appointed by the board to
ensure that Reunert’s remuneration philosophy and practices
support the strategic objectives of the group and enable the
attraction, retention and motivation of high calibre employees,
senior executives and scarce skills, while remaining compliant
with the requirements of regulatory and governance bodies.
The committee is tasked with ensuring executives and other
employees are remunerated fairly and responsibly, and that
remuneration practices deliver shareholder value. The
remuneration committee has final authority on all remuneration
matters of the company, subject only to the approval of the
board. In the case of non-executive director fees, however,
management proposes the fees which are subject to approval
by shareholders.
§§ The remuneration committee consists of four non-executive
directors.
§§ The chief executive officer attends all meetings, and
other executives attend meetings where appropriate and
upon invitation.
§§ A minimum of two meetings are held a year and, when
required, special meetings are held.
Roles and responsibility
§§ The committee reviews executive remuneration trends
across the company annually.
§§ The committee agrees on behalf of the board, all aspects
of executive directors’ and senior managers’ remuneration.
§§ It agrees the remuneration strategy, direction and policy of
the remuneration of other executives who have a significant
influence over the company’s ability to meet its strategic
objectives. In order to do this, the committee is provided
with market trends and benchmarking information.
Each year, the committee:
§§ Reviews the company’s remuneration policy for approval
by the Reunert board and shareholders.
§§ Reviews the compensation base and proposed average
annual increase for the group’s employees.
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§§ Oversees any major changes in employee benefit structures
throughout the company.
§§ Reviews compensation-related matters in respect of senior
management promotions, transfers, recruitments and
terminations.
§§ Approves the remuneration packages of executive directors,
senior managers and other key executives of the group.
§§ Approves the design of, and determines targets for, any
performance related pay schemes operated by the
company and approves the total annual payments made
under such schemes.
§§ Reviews the design of all share incentive plans for approval
by the board and shareholders. For any such plans, the
committee determines each year whether awards will be
made and, if so, the overall amount of such awards, as well
as the individual awards to executive directors, senior
managers and other key executives; and the performance
parameters and targets to be used.
Reporting responsibilities
§§ The chairman reports formally to the board on proceedings
after each meeting.
§§ The committee makes recommendations to the board that
it deems appropriate on any area within its remit, where
action or improvement is needed.
§§ An annual remuneration report of the company’s
remuneration policy and practices forms part of the
company’s annual reporting framework and is presented
to shareholders for approval at the annual general meeting.
The attendance at meetings for this reporting period is set
out below:
Remuneration committee meetings

Members
SD Jagoe
TS Munday
NDB Orleyn
Dr JC van der Horst

19 Nov
2012

12 Feb
2013

17 May
2013

29 Aug
2013

ü
ü
ü
ü

ü
ü
ü
ü

ü
ü
ü
ü

ü
ü

Apology*
ü

*  A close friend and fellow board member of Ms Orleyn passed away
unexpectedly and she was therefore not able to proceed with this
meeting.

Risk committee
§§ The responsibilities and functioning of the risk committee
are governed by formal terms of reference approved by the
board and reviewed annually.
§§ The committee ensures that risk disclosure is
comprehensive, timely and relevant and that effective
policies and risk management plans are in place to allow
the group to achieve its strategic objectives.
§§ The committee includes at least three non-executive
directors.
§§ The chairman of the audit committee is an ex officio
member.
§§ The chief executive and chief financial officer are
executive members.
§§ The committee meets at least twice a year.

Attendance of the risk committee meetings is set out below:
Risk committee meetings
Members
SG Pretorius
MC Krog
TS Munday
TJ Motsohi
DJ Rawlinson
R van Rooyen

8 May 2013

1 Oct 2013

ü
ü
ü
ü
ü
ü

ü
ü
ü
ü
ü
ü

Nomination committee
§§ The nomination committee carried out the duties provided
for in its terms of reference, with particular emphasis on
CEO succession planning.
§§ This committee plays an important role in the oversight of
performance and independence assessment of the board,
board committees, individual board members and the
company secretary.
§§ Following the performance and independence assessments,
the nomination committee makes recommendations to the
board on corrective action required, if any, and the
appointment or reappointment of individuals to the board
or board committees or to specific offices such as chairmen
of committees.
§§ During the 2014 financial year, the committee envisages
that it will focus on support to the CEO and the
appointment of other suitable individuals to the board. The
committee recognises the requirement for certain skills
identified during the self-assessment of non-executive
directors.
Oversight of the secretarial function
§§ Reunert Management Services Proprietary Limited is the
company secretary of Reunert Limited.
§§ The company secretary, through its employees, provides
assistance to the board as contemplated in the JSE Listings
Requirements and principle 2.21 of King III.
§§ The secretarial team consists of K Louw (group company
secretary and compliance manager), Y Osman (company
secretarial assistant) and G Howroyd (who provides
administrative support).
§§ The board, assisted by the nomination committee,
evaluated the competence, qualifications and experience
of the company secretary:
»» The nomination committee completed an evaluation
questionnaire for each of the competence, qualification
and experience of the company secretary (which was
done by considering each of the criteria in respect of the
secretarial team and Ms Louw particularly).
»» The nomination committee considered, amongst others:
– C
 ompetence: Appropriate staffing of the company
secretarial function.
– E
 xperience: Ms Louw has 14 years’ post-article
experience and Ms Osman has 13 years’
experience as company secretarial assistant.
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–

Q
 ualifications: K Louw has the qualifications
indicated in her CV on page 71 of the annual
financial statements which the nomination
committee considered to be appropriate for the
office of company secretary.
»» The board, assisted by the nomination committee,
evaluated whether the company secretary maintained
an appropriate arms-length relationship with the board:
– The nomination committee completed an evaluation
questionnaire on the independence of both the
company secretary and K Louw.
Reunert Management Services Proprietary Limited
§§ Each director of the company is cognisant of and subject to
fiduciary duties to act in the best interests of this company
and are obliged to abstain from any decision where a
potential conflict of interest exists.
§§ The Memorandum of Incorporation of this company is in
the process of being amended to further strengthen the
independence of the company.
K Louw
§§ Is not a director of Reunert.
§§ Has access to all of the board members at any time and is
in regular contact with the chairman of the board and the
chairmen of the committees.
§§ Has access to and is advised on an ongoing basis by
Reunert’s sponsors.
§§ The nomination committee is responsible for her
performance assessment and her remuneration package
is determined by the remuneration committee.
§§ The board considered the recommendations of the
nomination committee and concluded that:
»» The competence, skills and experience of the company
secretary as well as K Louw are appropriate for the
company secretarial function of Reunert Limited.
»» Both Reunert Management Services Proprietary Limited
as well as Ms Louw maintained an arms-length
relationship with the board for the 2013 financial year.
Attendance of nomination committee meetings is set out below:
Nomination committee meeting

Members
TS Munday
SD Jagoe
NDB Orleyn
Dr JC van der Horst

19 Nov
2012

17 May
2013

29 Aug
2013

11 Sep
2013

ü
ü
ü
ü

ü
ü
ü
ü

ü
ü
ü
ü

ü
ü
ü
ü

Social, ethics and transformation committee
§§ This committee fulfils the statutory duties of the social and
ethics committee as required in terms of section 72 of the
Companies Act, 2008 and regulation 43 of the Companies
Regulations.

§§ Amongst others, the committee considered:
»» The results of an internal assessment of the organisation
against the ten principles of the United Nations
Global Compact.
»» Reports on the group’s corporate social investments
(such as the Nashua Children’s Charity Foundation),
sponsorships and donations. (More information on
Reunert’s corporate social initiatives is contained in the
social responsibility report on our website.)
»» The effectiveness of the Reunert College in mitigating
the shortage of technical skills experienced by the
operations.
»» Transformation and the current and proposed broadbased black economic empowerment codes.
»» Reunert’s participation in the CDP climate change and
water disclosure projects. (The response documents are
available on our website.)
»» Numerous policies relating to its legislated mandate.
(The Reunert group-wide policies are available on
our website.)
»» The committee focuses particularly on transformation
and employment equity in the group and as a result the
achievement of pre-set objectives has been included in
the KPIs of executive management in the group.
Attendance of social, ethics and transformation committee
meetings is set out below:
Social, ethics and transformation committee meetings

Members
NDB Orleyn
TJ Motsohi
TS Munday
DJ Rawlinson
KW Mzondeki
SG Pretorius

07 Nov
2012

17 May
2013

28 Aug
2013

ü

ü

ü
ü
ü
ü

ü
ü

ü
ü
ü

ü

ü

Apology*

Note: Shaded cells in the table indicate meetings of the committee prior
to a director’s appointment to or after a director’s resignation from the
committee.
*  A close friend and fellow board member of Ms Orleyn passed away
unexpectedly and she was therefore not able to proceed with this
meeting.

Executive committee
§§ The executive committee comprises of the Reunert
executive directors and executive management, as set out
on page 15.
§§ The purpose of the committee is to:
»» Share and provide collective input on opportunities
and risks faced by the operations in the group.
»» Harness the collective expertise and entrepreneurial
drive of the senior executive.
»» Explore synergies and drive group-wide sustainable
growth.
»» Executive committee meetings are minuted and the
minutes are circulated to the board.
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RISK REPORT
Within the Reunert group, risk management is considered
to be a key business discipline designed to balance risk
and reward, and to protect the group against risks and
uncertainties that could impede its business objectives.
The board acknowledges its responsibility for the risk
management process as a whole, as well as forming an
opinion on the effectiveness of this process. Management is
accountable to the board for designing, implementing and
monitoring the process of risk management, as well as
integrating it into day-to-day business activities.

For more on the risk committee

Appropriate mitigation and/or remedial actions are identified
and driven through a risk improvement management system.
All group companies conduct formal risk assessments and
operational risk management meetings are held at least twice
a year. The Reunert chief executive, chief financial officer and
senior management attend operational risk management
meetings. Internal audit attends all group risk meetings and
helps to facilitate the process.

RISK MANAGEMENT AND METHODOLOGY
The risk management methodology, which is based on the ISO 31000 framework can be summarised as follows:

DEFINING AND CATEGORISING RISKS
Risks at each operation are defined and classified as
strategic, business, process, financial, operational and
compliance related risks.

ASSESSING THE QUANTITATIVE IMPACT
OF THE RISKS SHOULD THEY OCCUR
Risks are assessed based on their potential impact on
the business in accordance with board approved risk
tolerance levels ranging from insignificant to
catastrophic.

ASSESSING THE PROBABILITY OF THE
RISKS OCCURRING
MONITORING RISKS
Risks are monitored on a
continuous basis and are
discussed formally twice a
year. Financial risks
(including financial reporting
risks) are monitored by the
audit committee and all other
risks by the risk committee.

Risks are assessed based on the likelihood of them
occurring assuming that there are no controls in place.
Risks are scored in a range from rare to almost certain.

ASSESSING THE EFFECTIVENESS OF
INTERNAL CONTROLS IN PLACE
Internal controls are recorded and assessed for each
identified risk. A control effectiveness rating is assigned
to each risk ranging from very effective to ineffective.

CLASSIFYING THE RISKS

REPORTING
Risk reporting follows the
risk reviews, and is
considered by the risk
committee, at its meetings,
twice a year. Financial risks
(including financial
reporting risks) are reported
to the audit committee.

Residual risks are classified as high, medium and low
based on their impact and likelihood of occurring, after
taking into account the effectiveness of the internal
controls in place.

DEVELOPING RISK MITIGATION STRATEGIES
FOR ALL IDENTIFIED RISKS
Risk mitigation strategies and action plans are developed
in line with board approved risk tolerance levels.

MITIGATION OF RISKS
Our major strategic risks are determined through a top down and bottom up review process. Given that the nature and effect of the
major risks change from time to time, we have not ranked the risks in order of priority. All these risks are important to the Reunert
group and may impact on our ability to deliver on our strategy. The table on page 66 sets out the major strategic risks identified
through our risk management process together with our risk mitigation strategies.
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Major strategic risk
ECONOMIC AND
BUSINESS
ENVIRONMENT

Risk description
Growth rates in the local and global economies are
expected to remain low in the medium term. The
current trading environment is characterised by low
selling price inflation, continuing cost increases and
subdued customer spending.
The volatility and pressures experienced within
various sectors of the global economy has a direct
impact on the South African economy.
Structural constraints in the local economy,
industrial unrest and delays in state sponsored
projects have placed strain on our businesses as
sales cycles are extended.

INCREASED
COMPETITION AND
COMMODITISATION

All of our operating segments are impacted by
increased product competitiveness, inexpensive
imports and multinationals exploring new markets.
Our ability to compete effectively depends on
pricing, quality of customer service and developing
new and improved products and services in
response to customer demands and new
technologies.

Risk mitigation strategies
The group places significant emphasis on effective cost
and working capital management, productivity
improvements and the development of new products
and services.
Fixed costs are actively managed to ensure that they
remain below the breakeven point.
Whilst labour unrest is largely uncontrollable, the majority
of our operating companies have signed multi-year
contracts with relevant unions.

The group focuses on maintaining and improving key
customer relationships and complete life cycle costs,
growing sales volumes and focusing on value creation
rather than lowest price.
Providing top quality products and services superior
to those of our competitors, while maintaining our
margins through continued operating efficiencies,
is a key strategic focus.
Furthermore, where appropriate, complementary
solutions’ offerings are considered to provide
diversification.

VOLATILITY IN
COMMODITY
PRICES AND
EXCHANGE RATES

Several of the group’s businesses either import or
export products and services and are therefore
affected by volatile exchange rates and changes in
commodity prices, specifically copper and
aluminium.

Exchange rate risk and commodity price risk are actively
managed within the tolerance levels set by the group’s
risk management policies.

DIVERSITY,
TRANSFORMATION
AND RETENTION OF
CRITICAL SKILLS

To sustain Reunert’s businesses, the group
understands the importance of creating a highperformance, ethical and inclusive culture for all our
employees thereby being able to attract, develop
and retain the skills we need.

The development of sufficient management and technical
skills is an integral part of our human resources strategy
in order to pursue our growth strategy and sustain
productivity in our businesses.

NON-COMPLIANCE
WITH APPLICABLE
LAWS AND
REGULATIONS

Through our hedging philosophy, the group takes
appropriate cover or transfers the risks associated with
movements in the exchange rates and commodity prices
to customers.

Transformation is a key strategic objective for the
board and the group.

Transformation will continue to be a key focus for 2014
and individual targets have been set for all business
operations.

Failure to meet South Africa’s transformation
objectives could have material consequences for
our reputation, access to resources, licence to
operate and ability to attract and retain skills.

Various strategies have been implemented to retain and
mentor key staff and grow the pipeline of suitably skilled
historically disadvantaged South African employees within
the group.

More onerous legislation, potential penalties and
slow progress in achieving employment equity
plans could negatively impact on the group’s
transformation objectives.

Succession planning is carefully considered by the group
executive committee, and the nomination committee.
Key staff members are identified and properly
incentivised and remunerated.

Authorities globally are intensifying efforts to
enforce compliance with laws and regulations and
non-compliance could result in fines, reputational
damage and negative publicity.

Reunert is focused on identifying changes in the
regulatory landscape that have implications for the group
on a pro-active basis and ensuring that we are prepared
to respond to these changes.

The group could also, in the event of noncompliance, be subject to civil litigation and black
listing in relevant jurisdictions.

The group company secretarial and compliance manager
monitors existing and proposed legislation and identifies
potential impacts on the businesses, with the help of
experts where required.
Systems and processes are in place to ensure compliance
with applicable laws and regulations by all employees and
annual training and certification by affected employees
takes place.

The board is committed to increasing shareholder value by understanding the calculated risks that are taken to optimise opportunities
and to protect against risks and uncertainties that could threaten the achievement of the group’s strategic objectives. This commitment
is reflected in management’s continued attention to the importance of effective risk management through efficient risk reporting
processes that enable management and the board to make quality informed decisions.

BRAND PRETORIUS CHAIRMAN RISK COMMITTEE
Sandton, 20 November 2013
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Full remuneration report
available online

REMUNERATION REPORT
The group’s remuneration policy is focused on attracting and
retaining employees of the highest calibre. The committee
reviews remuneration policies within South Africa and globally
and attempts to apply best practice in the group.
As far as possible, the committee aligns the remuneration
policy with the interests of shareholders and also seeks to
encourage and reward long-term sustainable growth of the
group. In the case of senior management, longer-term strategic
actions are encouraged by having a high proportion of variable
remuneration, payment of which is made out of increased
returns to shareholders. The remuneration principles contained
in this report are subject to shareholder approval. If approval
is not granted for any reason, the previously approved
remuneration principles will be adhered to.
Remuneration is based on the following elements:
Base salary

The salary prior to the addition of any
benefits or allowances.

Guaranteed package

The amount that comprises the base
salary and all employee and employer
contributions but exclusive of
incentives. It is determined by the
level of the position and requirements
of the role.

Variable pay

Compensation that is contingent on
performance or results achieved.

Short-term incentive

Used to reward performance for
contributions made by an employee
to the success of his or her business.
Designed to motivate and drive
exceptional performance with targets
set for short-term financial and
strategic objectives.

Long-term incentive

Used to encourage senior executives
to build up a shareholding, thereby
aligning their interests with those of
Reunert’s shareholders. It is designed
as a retention and reward mechanism
based on the achievement of
longer-term sustainable growth and
balances employee focus between
long- and short-term goals. Further,
targets are set such that vesting of
long-term incentives only occurs if
positive real growth in shareholder
value has been achieved. A small
group of key individuals participate in
a pure retention scheme, which is also
aimed at the long-term sustainability
of the group’s performance.
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For more on the
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For executive management, the average annual remuneration
over a business cycle is expected to be made up as follows:

Note

Estimated
% of
guaranteed
package

Estimated
% of total
remuneration
package

Guaranteed package
Short-term incentive
Long-term incentive

1
2

100
50
50

50
25
25

Total annual
remuneration

3

200

100

Note 1
The short-term incentive is the estimated average annual
payment over a business cycle. Economic conditions and
individual business performance play an integral role in
determination of pay-outs.

Note 2
Long-term executive incentives are dependent on the
performance of all the components of the group. This estimate
will be influenced by market conditions, the effectiveness of
group strategies and the senior management team’s
effectiveness in executing group strategies.
The retention scheme for key employees is conditional on
remaining in the employ of the group. The percentage of
the guaranteed package used for this retention scheme is
substantially lower than that of the executive incentive,
which is subject to performance conditions.

Note 3
Total annual remuneration over the business cycle is
dependent on the achievement of key performance criteria and
is expected to be in the upper quartile of Reunert’s peer group.

GUARANTEED PACKAGE
The group aims to attract and retain individuals with talent,
critical skills and an innovative and entrepreneurial bias.
Benchmarking against peer companies is performed on an
annual basis, and the guaranteed package is reviewed annually
with reference to these benchmarks. Individual performance
is an integral component of annual increases. The guaranteed
package aims to remunerate senior executives in the second
quartile (i.e. up to the median of the peer group). The
guaranteed package for employees other than executive
management is targeted at the median.

SHORT-TERM INCENTIVE
The incentive (bonus) scheme is based on the achievement of
pre-determined targets and an assessment of the individual’s
performance. The targets include corporate and operational
performance measures, as well as individual performance
against pre-determined objectives related to key business
strategies and requirements. Operating profit (EBIT) is used
as the primary financial measure.
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A bonus is earned only when a predetermined threshold
is achieved. Should stretch targets be achieved in full,
a maximum of 140% of guaranteed package can be earned
by executive management. The bonus is structured to be
self-funding, with payments made out of increased profits.

FINANCIAL TARGETS, INFORMATION AND ALLOCATIONS

Non-financial measures, for example transformation targets,
are also set as a condition for executive management to qualify
for a bonus payment.

Performance targets for CSP

Employees other than executive management are paid
bonuses at lower percentages of guaranteed package. These
bonuses, other than in exceptional circumstances, do not
exceed three months’ guaranteed package and are
discretionary, dependent on performance.

LONG-TERM INCENTIVES
The Conditional Share Plan (CSP) was approved by Reunert’s
shareholders at the AGM held on 12 February 2013. The targets
set are intended to be challenging but realistic, are based
on a graduated vesting scale, and full vesting requires
a stretch performance.

Performance vesting condition for CSP

Performance condition 1 Normalised HEPS

60%

Performance condition 2 Total shareholder return

40%

Below inflation

No vesting

Inflation plus 4%

40% vesting

Inflation plus 8%

100% vesting

These targets will be compounded annually over the vesting
period, and vesting will be linear between the above data
points.

LIFE OF SCHEME
The scheme will terminate after eight years from date of
inception, at which time the shareholders will be requested
to approve a revised long-term incentive scheme.
Maximum participants and allocations for CSP

The key terms of the CSP are:
§§ The performance conditions comprise real growth in
normalised headline earnings per share and total
shareholder return, each measured independently.
§§ The vesting period for each allocation shall be 50% after
three years and the remaining 50% after four years.
§§ The performance conditions are measured over the vesting
periods for the shares.
§§ Annual awards will be made.
§§ The face value of any awards may not exceed 1,5 times
guaranteed salary package, dependent on the role and
responsibility of the executive.
§§ The conditional shares are delivered to the executive, for
no consideration, after the vesting period, to the extent
that the performance conditions are met and provided that
the participant is in the employ of the group.

Participants

Performance vesting
Retention

Number of
shares to be
issued

Maximum annual
allocations
Scheme maximum
allocations (over 8 years)
Individual participant
annual maximum
allocation

In line with the King III recommendations, the CSP also caters
for employees who are specialists in their field and who would
not otherwise qualify for the CSP. In this case, to attract,
motivate and retain the necessary specialist skills required
in Reunert’s high technology businesses, no performance
conditions apply. The number of shares for specialist
employees will be limited and will vest provided that the
participant remains in the employ of the group for the full
vesting period. The vesting period for each allocation shall be
50% after four years and the remaining 50% after five years
from 2013. Allocations are 0,25 times guaranteed package.

Scheme

Performance vesting
(CSP)

Participants

50 individuals

Number of
shares to be
issued

918 688

60 685

Percentage
of total
shares

0,46%

0,03%

Reunert accounts for the share awards as equity settled
instruments in terms of IFRS2 Share-based Payments.

Percentage
of total
shares in
issue

Annual maximum
Life of scheme

70 individuals
30 individuals
1 250 000 shares
10 000 000 shares

125 000 shares
0,75%
6,00%

The remuneration committee has allocated the following awards:
Actual participants and annual costs for CSP
Specialist
(Retention)
16 individuals
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ILLUSTRATIVE CALCULATIONS: COST OF CSP AT 4% AND 8% REAL GROWTH

Compound growth in NHEPS and total shareholder
return over 3 years
(Note 3)
Inflation +4%
Inflation +8%

2013
NHEPS
R

2016
NHEPS
R
(Note 1)

Estimated
market capital
increase
(Note 2)

Estimated
value to
executives

5,69
5,69

7,57
8,43

R1,4 billion
R3,0 billion

R85 million
R95 million

Note 1
Annual compound increase in NHEPS for three years, assuming annual headline CPI inflation of 6%, based on figures from
Statistics SA at 30 September 2013.

Note 2
Increase in Reunert’s market capitalisation after three years based on current PE ratio of 11,5 and 163,1 million shares in issue. This
calculation excludes the value of dividends paid in the vesting period.

Note 3
Value of shares that will vest in terms of the criteria after three and four years, based again on Reunert’s current PE ratio of
11,5 and 163,1 million shares and assuming 918 688 shares are awarded.
Note: The CSP shares allocated at the remuneration committee meeting in November 2012 are, at this stage, not expected to vest.

SHORT-TERM INCENTIVE AWARDS
Target set for 2013

Growth in EBIT
Bonus as a percentage of guaranteed
package (maximum)
Estimated bonus award

4%

10%

17%

24%

20
R15 million

40
R30 million

100
R65 million

140
R93 million

The EBIT growth reflected above is the average EBIT growth for each business unit participating in the short-term incentive. Certain
divisions have higher targets and others lower targets in respect of EBIT growth.
A KPI incentive was introduced in 2013 whereby executives can earn a maximum award of 25% of guaranteed package for the
achievement of specific KPIs aligned to the strategic needs of their business. The maximum bonus for any executive remains
limited to 140% of guaranteed package.

ACTUAL ACHIEVED 2013
Decline in EBIT before bonus award
Decline in EBIT after bonus award

9%
13%

Rm

2013

2012

Bonuses earned by CBI-electric segment
Bonuses earned by Nashua segment
Bonuses earned by Reutech segment

9,1
5,3
16,7

8,6
13,2
19,4

Total bonuses earned by operations

31,1

41,2
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Individual companies within each segment earned bonuses for meeting targets set for the 2013 financial year. The exceptional
performance by all the Reutech companies in 2013 resulted in bonus awards approaching 100% of guaranteed package
being earned.
Included in the objectives for the short-term incentive scheme was the achievement of a predetermined BBBEE rating.
The achievement of this rating was a precondition for bonuses to be earned.
Targets for 2014				
Growth in EBIT after bonus award
Bonus as a percentage of guaranteed package
(maximum)
Estimated bonus award

17%

25%

38%

46%

20%
R18 million

40%
R36 million

100%
R75 million

140%
R111 million

In addition, a KPI bonus pool, of R18 million has been created which is a maximum of 20% of the guaranteed package of executives.
Again, the maximum bonus for any executive is 140% of guaranteed package.
The EBIT growth reflected above is the average EBIT growth for each business unit participating in the short-term incentive. The
individual business units’ target percentages differ. Should Reunert in aggregate not meet the above target growth rates, those
business units that achieve their specific targets may still earn bonuses.

SEAN JAGOE CHAIRMAN REMUNERATION COMMITTEE
Sandton, 20 November 2013
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Sustainability report

SOCIAL, ETHICS AND
TRANSFORMATION REPORT
Reunert subscribes to the highest standards of social
responsibility and ethics and legislative compliance.
The social, ethics and transformation committee has oversight
of the processes and policies implemented to ensure that
Reunert is a responsible corporate citizen that engages with
the communities and environment in which it operates.
Respect for our people, customers, communities and the
environment is a key value and is embedded in our code
of ethics.

INITIATIVES DURING THE PAST FINANCIAL YEAR
MONITORING OF SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT
PRACTICES
The committee has reviewed the sustainable development
practices of the group, specifically relating to:
§§ Ethics and compliance.
§§ Corporate social investment.
§§ Broad-based black economic empowerment.
§§ Health and safety.
§§ Labour relations and working conditions.
§§ Training and skills development.
§§ Management of the group’s environmental impact.
A more comprehensive sustainability report is available on
our website.

KEY INITIATIVES OF THE SOCIAL, ETHICS AND
TRANSFORMATION COMMITTEE
Key matters considered by the committee during the course of
the 2013 financial year are referred to in the governance report
on page 64. This report elaborates on some aspects of the
group’s corporate citizenship. Management is primarily
responsible for these activities, with oversight and strategic
direction provided by the social, ethics and transformation
committee.

GOVERNANCE AND COMPLIANCE
Governance and compliance received a good deal of attention
in the current year. An online compliance training programme
was developed and rolled out at year-end to create awareness
and to build a knowledge base on anti-corruption, competition
law, consumer protection and protection of personal
information. Currently, 856 employees are enrolled in the first
phase of the programme, which will finish at the end of
January 2014. New employees will receive similar training in
future and refresher courses will be offered on a regular basis.
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SRI INDEX
Post year-end, Reunert was included in the JSE’s Socially
Responsible Investment (SRI) Index for the first time, based
on its performance and disclosures made during 2013.

HUMAN RESOURCES
Our operations are diverse and human resource management
is consequently decentralised. Each business is responsible
for implementing human resource practices that conform to
legislation, industrial collective agreements and companyspecific agreements.
Despite a decentralised system, a group human resources
manager was recently appointed to strengthen oversight and
co-ordinate synergies across the group.
On 30 September 2013, the Reunert group employed 5 931
(2012: 5 815) full-time employees. The group further employed
715 non-permanent staff, including 59 trainees. The total
payroll cost for the group is R1,8 billion (2012: R1,7 billion),
which represents 15,9% (2012: 14,5%) of the group’s
total revenue.

TRANSFORMATION AND EMPLOYMENT EQUITY
During the past year, the social, ethics and transformation
committee focused specifically on transformation and
employment equity in the group, giving specific attention
to the recently legislated codes of good practice.
Black male representation at senior management level
improved from 19% to 26%, while black females at top
management level increased from 4% to 7%. Business
operations have provided various strategic initiatives that
should see more black candidates filling senior and top
management positions in the short- to medium term. With
staff turnover remaining low at 3%, the board supports
management’s proposal to create selected supernumerary
positions. This intervention should see a further improvement
in our employment equity ratios over the next 24 months.
A table reflecting the improvement in our BBBEE ratings since
2011, is available on page 72.
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BBBEE RATING PER OPERATION
Over the year, our various operations either maintained or improved their BBBEE rating.
Level
CBI-electric: African Cables
CBI-electric: Low Voltage
Telecom Cables
Nashua Office Automation
Nashua Mobile
Nashua Communications
PanSolutions
Quince
Reutech Communications
Reutech Radar
Reutech Solutions
Fuchs Electronics

SKILLS DEVELOPMENT
Investment in developing the skills of our people increased
from R18 million to R24 million with 4 199 employees of
whom 58% is black, received training in the current financial
year. The group companies provide management development
programmes, learnerships, apprenticeship training, internships,
practical work exposure, occupational needs and legal
compliance training that is relevant to their industries.
A total of 97 learners were trained during the past year.
All companies in the group have the required employment
equity committees, which monitor the implementation of
employment equity plans that are submitted annually to the
Department of Labour.

HEALTH AND SAFETY
Reunert has a low incidence of injuries and over the past five
years recorded no work-related fatalities.
CBI-electric provides full-time clinics at its three manufacturing
plants. These clinics offer basic health assistance to workers
and are run by the resident sister or visiting doctor.
Several of our companies hosted employee wellness days with
the assistance of medical aid providers or the Department of
Health. Screening tests covered blood pressure, diabetes,
cholesterol and vision. Additional tests included screening
for tuberculosis and HIV/Aids.

COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT
The difficult operating environment resulted in a lesser social
investment of R11,7 million in the communities in which we
operate, compared with the previous year (2012: R15,4 million).
In total, 97% of this amount was for the benefit of black
beneficiaries. Spend on enterprise development declined
to R42,4 million.
Our flagship projects are the Reunert College and the
Nashua Children’s Charity Foundation.

2014
target

2013
rating

2012
rating

2011
rating

2
4
4
4
3
3
3
3
3
5
2
6

2
4
4
4
3
3
3
3
4
4
2
6

2
6
4
4
3
4
4
3
4
6
3
6

2
8
6
5
3
4
4
4
4
7
5
8

REUNERT COLLEGE
This year our 21st group of grade 12 pupils had the opportunity
to rewrite their matric examinations at the Reunert College.
The College, which is registered as an examination centre with
both the Gauteng Department of Education and the
Independent Examination Board, continues to be an integral
component of our investment in education and youth
development. Since inception, we have offered 915 pupils the
opportunity to improve their matric.
The Reunert College is funded by contributions from
companies within the Reunert group, while the Zenex
Foundation and the JSE are external sponsors. In the past year,
the contribution from these organisations amounted to
R4,4 million (2012: R4,8 million).
After successfully completing their exams, top students are
eligible for a Reunert bursary. Students whose fields of study
will benefit the group are given preference. This year we had
47 black bursars (2012: 47) studying at universities or technical
colleges in Gauteng and KwaZulu-Natal.

NASHUA CHILDREN’S CHARITY FOUNDATION
The Foundation supports 54 (2012: 49) charities and an average
of 12 000 children nationwide, providing some 360 000 meals
per month.
The Foundation’s philosophy is that by making a difference now
in the lives of young, underprivileged children, they are laying
the foundation to give them a better start in life.
5%

ALLOCATION OF
SOCIO-ECONOMIC
DEVELOPMENT SPEND
Education
Community upliftment
Environment
Other

14%

2013
20%
61%
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ENVIRONMENT
ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS (EMS)
A significant proportion of the group’s operations is either
ISO 14001 certified or in the process of obtaining certification.
§§ CBI-electric: African Cables and Nashua Communications
have been ISO 14001 certified for a number of years.
§§ CBI-electric: Telecom Cables received its ISO 14001
accreditation in November 2012.
§§ Nashua Office Automation hopes to be finally certified by
January 2014.
§§ Reutech Radar has finalised its first ISO 14001 audit and
is working to being accredited in June 2014.
§§ Reutech Solutions and PanSolutions have started the
qualification process.

CLIMATE CHANGE OPPORTUNITIES
The worldwide focus on energy efficient products and
renewable energy offers opportunities for our CBI-electric and
Reutech businesses as covered in the operational reviews.

CARBON FOOTPRINT
Reunert participates in the annual disclosure projects – CDP
climate change and CDP water projects.

ISO 14001 EMS AS % OF
REVENUE CONTRIBUTION
ISO 14001-certified
In process of obtaining
Not certified

28%

2013
50%

22%

Our environmental data is not externally verified, but the
internal audit team has tested seven of the 24 environmental
GRI performance indicators against which we report.
Our operations manage their environmental impact diligently.
We will continue to critically review products and processes to
minimise our environmental impact as well as to reduce and
recycle waste wherever possible.

Between 1 October 2012 and 30 September 2013, the total
measured Scope 1 and 2 emissions reduced to 61 534
(2012: 67 109) metric tonnes of CO2e, largely due to lower
production output and energy saving initiatives.
A detailed breakdown of total emissions by segment, scope
and emission source activity is provided in our online
sustainability report.

THANDI ORLEYN CHAIRMAN SOCIAL, ETHICS AND TRANSFORMATION
COMMITTEE

Sandton, 20 November 2013
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PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
OVERVIEW OF MAJOR EXTERNALLY ASSURED STANDARDS AND VERIFICATIONS IN THE GROUP
ISO 9001
CBI-electric
African Cables
Low Voltage
Telecom Cables
Nashua
Office Automation
Nashua Mobile
Nashua Communications
PanSolutions
Quince
Reutech
Reutech Radar
Reutech Communications
Reutech Solutions
Fuchs Electronics
Externally verified
In process to obtain verification

ISO 14001

OHSAS 18001

IRCA Cap 9

EN29001
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Sustainability report

2013

2012

2011

2010

Rm
Rm
Rm
Rm

3 506
506
2 003
109

3 634
593
1 515
21

3 336
592
1 581
30

2 961
521
1 495
23

kl
MWh
Ml
kt

635
42 948
202
46

655
41 874
201
47

720
42 066
210
48

747
42 738
219
(*)

%
Rm
Rm
Rm

2 604
0
3
9,6
3,9
19,9

2 491
0
4
6,1
5,3
18,3

2 541
0
(*)
3,3
4,9
15,4

2 908
0
(*)
2,5
3,6
11,3

Rm
Rm
Rm
Rm

6 812
636
4 469
42

7 218
839
4 102
53

6 928
794
3 848
20

6 867
654
3 595
44

kl
MWh
Ml
kt

1 299
6 854
81
10

1 478
8 473
51
12

232
8 436
22
9

464
10 667
41
(*)

%
Rm
Rm
Rm

3 032
0
4
9,8
5,0
16,7

2 812
0
5
8,6
7,6
24,7

2 767
0
(*)
5,0
4,9
20,8

2 545
0
(*)
5,3
4,8
21,7

Rm
Rm
Rm
Rm

1 020
207
727
23

806
151
598
31

640
49
356
36

791
61
660
32

kl
MWh
Ml
kt

229
5 103
55
5

204
5 299
50
6

431
5 094
42
6

460
5 278
35
(*)

%
Rm
Rm
Rm

950
0
2
4,4
1,7
5,8

1 305
0
2
2,9
1,3
5,5

962
0
(*)
1,2
0,4
1,8

917
0
(*)
1,6
0,3
2,5

CBI-ELECTRIC

Economic
Revenue
Operating profit
Total assets
Capital expenditure
Environmental
Petrol and diesel consumption
Electricity consumption
Water consumption
CO2e
Social
Total number of employees
Work-related fatalities
Staff turnover
Training spend
Community investments
Enterprise development spend

NASHUA

Economic
Revenue
Operating profit
Total assets
Capital expenditure
Environmental
Petrol and diesel consumption1
Electricity consumption
Water consumption
CO2e
Social
Total number of employees
Work-related fatalities
Staff turnover
Training spend
Community investments
Enterprise development spend
1 The basis for measurement has changed from 2011
and now includes fuel consumption by staff members
for work purposes.

REUTECH

Economic
Revenue
Operating profit
Total assets
Capital expenditure
Environmental
Petrol and diesel consumption
Electricity consumption
Water consumption
CO2e
Social
Total number of employees
Work-related fatalities
Staff turnover
Training spend
Community investments
Enterprise development spend

(*) Reliable measure not available for previous periods.
CO2e = Scope 1 & 2 only
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TEN-YEAR REVIEW
IFRS
2013

IFRS
2012

IFRS
2011

Property, plant and equipment and investment property
Intangible assets
Goodwill
Investments and loans
Non-current rental and finance lease receivables
Deferred taxation assets
Cash and cash equivalents
Other current assets1

677,1
81,9
803,0
76,3
1 378,2
55,3
699,2
3 672,0

624,4
82,4
707,0
64,3
1 066,5
33,3
696,9
3 313,2

612,2
89,8
654,9
46,1
965,9
32,2
643,0
3 062,2

Total assets

7 443,0

6 588,0

6 106,3

Ordinary and preference equity holders of Reunert
Non-controllling interests

4 877,9
59,4

4 442,4
56,1

3 880,4
55,2

Total equity

4 937,3

4 498,5

3 935,6

Deferred taxation liabilities
Long-term borrowings
Current liabilities1

139,7
24,9
2 341,1

127,4
25,4
1 936,7

99,6
0,7
2 070,4

Total equity and liabilities

7 443,0

6 588,0

6 106,3

11 350,6

11 662,2

10 922,7

Operating profit
Net interest and dividends income

1 329,5
15,7

1 524,6
41,8

1 391,4
40,9

Profit before abnormal items
Abnormal items

1 345,2
–

1 566,4
–

1 432,3
346,4

Profit before taxation
Taxation

1 345,2
(372,4)

1 566,4
(483,8)

1 778,7
(425,9)

Profit after taxation
Share of associate companies’ profits

972,8
–

1 082,6
–

1 352,8
–

Profit for the year

972,8

1 082,6

1 352,8

Profit for the year attributable to:
Non-controlling interests
Equity holders of Reunert

13,8
959,0

15,9
1 066,7

15,7
1 337,1

Headline earnings attributable to equity holders of Reunert

951,5

1 066,8

988,9

Rm
Condensed balance sheets

ASSETS

EQUITY AND LIABILITIES

Condensed income statements
Revenue

Condensed cash flow statements
EBITDA
Changes in net working capital

1 461,2
(144,5)

1 660,7
(191,6)2

1 513,2
47,7

Cash generated from operations
Net interest and dividends received
Taxation paid
Dividends paid
Share buy back
Other (net)

1 316,7
15,7
(372,8)
(612,8)
–
13,7

1 469,1
41,8
(447,2)
(577,4)
–
26,2

1 560,9
40,9
(438,8)
(498,5)
(1 127,9)
(1,6)

Net cash flows from operating activities
Net cash flows from investing activities
Net cash flows from financing activities

360,5
(696,3)
44,9

512,5
(498,5)2
42,1

(465,0)
484,7
(641,0)

Net cash (utilised)/generated

(290,9)

56,1

(621,3)

1 In years prior to 2008, inventory items were shown net of advance payments received from customers. These advance payments are now
disclosed in current liabilities.
2 The 2012 cash flow statement was restated to include the movement in total rental and finance lease receivables as part of investing
activities instead of operating activities as this represents the group’s investment in resources intended to generate future income.
The cash flow movements for the years up to and including 2011 have not been restated.
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IFRS
2010

IFRS
2009

IFRS
2008

IFRS
2007

IFRS
2006

IFRS
2005

SA GAAP
2004

593,8
41,5
492,1
837,8
846,0
40,4
1 878,1
3 223,1

559,3
28,6
460,6
853,9
993,6
29,1
1 700,7
3 071,6

569,6
21,7
415,3
865,3
1 274,8
32,0
876,6
3 620,3

565,7
13,0
372,8
727,9
–
37,9
530,6
2 631,2

455,4
11,9
326,8
148,8
985,3
59,1
969,3
2 703,2

328,4
7,9
329,0
116,2
302,2
37,5
784,4
2 296,9

196,2
–
324,8
109,9
391,5
56,2
451,3
1 559,9

7 952,8

7 697,4

7 675,6

4 879,1

5 659,8

4 202,5

3 089,8

4 433,1
37,9

4 034,4
26,7

3 675,4
20,7

2 469,0
14,4

1 680,9
38,2

1 561,7
43,0

983,1
39,7

4 471,0

4 061,1

3 696,1

2 483,4

1 719,1

1 604,7

1 022,8

122,0
710,9
2 648,9

140,3
710,9
2 785,1

208,2
712,7
3 058,6

115,8
278,8
2 001,1

141,6
115,0
3 684,1

81,7
111,7
2 404,4

44,3
–
2 022,7

7 952,8

7 697,4

7 675,6

4 879,1

5 659,8

4 202,5

3 089,8

10 675,1

10 270,8

10 921,1

9 574,4

8 236,4

7 012,0

6 247,3

1 262,8
59,2

1 210,2
38,4

1 594,8
39,6

1 362,2
11,3

1 329,9
7,7

947,4
20,0

719,1
46,5

1 322,0
(34,0)

1 248,6
299,2

1 634,4
–

1 373,5
(447,6)

1 337,6
1,6

967,4
3,9

765,6
6,0

1 288,0
(376,6)

1 547,8
(374,3)

1 634,4
(486,8)

925,9
(427,4)

1 339,2
(500,5)

971,3
(326,5)

771,6
(309,0)

911,4
–

1 173,5
–

1 147,6
16,1

498,5
148,4

838,7
95,2

644,8
79,2

462,6
66,8

911,4

1 173,5

1 163,7

646,9

933,9

724,0

529,4

12,0
899,4

9,0
1 164,5

7,1
1 156,6

7,6
639,3

11,1
922,8

10,7
713,3

51,0
478,4

903,4

1 163,1

1 159,8

481,3

918,6

708,1

526,9

1 375,5
318,3

1 306,6
757,4

1 681,4
(327,7)

1 436,5
(739,7)

1 393,1
(628,4)

997,3
(601,0)

830,5
804,5

1 693,8
59,2
(407,9)
(456,8)
(125,7)
26,3

2 064,0
38,4
(477,5)
(550,3)
–
42,6

1 353,7
126,5
(410,8)
(569,0)
–
17,9

696,8
157,3
(568,6)
(879,3)
–
23,7

764,7
63,7
(347,4)
(464,2)
–
(4,3)

396,3
89,2
(364,9)
(308,3)
–
29,3

1 635,0
46,5
(313,5)
(268,1)
(476,6)
(5,8)

788,9
(313,3)
21,9

1 117,2
(130,8)
2,5

518,3
(921,3)
(380,3)

(570,1)
1 008,6
274,5

12,5
(185,7)
27,0

(158,4)
(48,5)
156,1

617,5
(250,1)
18,7

497,5

988,9

(783,3)

713,0

(146,2)

(50,8)

386,1
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TEN-YEAR REVIEW CONTINUED

Shares
Number of ordinary shares on which earnings per share
is calculated
Net worth per share
Basic earnings per share
Headline earnings per share
Normalised headline earnings per share
Dividends per share – normal
– special
Dividend cover
Cash flow per share
Cash flow per share (excluding rental book)
Ordinary shares in issue (net of treasury shares)
Number of transactions – JSE
Number of shares traded
Value of shares traded
Number of shares traded as a percentage of
gross issued shares
Market price per share
– year-end
– highest
– lowest
Earnings yield
Dividend yield
Price: Earnings ratio
Market capitalisation (net of treasury shares)
JSE actuaries’ electronics sector index at 30 September
Other
Number of employees
Revenue per employee
Operating profit per employee
Wealth created per employee
Employment cost per employee

millions
cents
cents
cents
cents
cents
cents
times
cents
cents
millions
millions
Rm

cents
cents
cents
%
%
times
Rm

R’000
R’000
R’000
R’000

Profitability, asset management, liquidity and leverage
EBITDA as a percentage of revenue2
Operating margin (%)2
Net asset turn
Normalised return on ordinary shareholders’ funds
Return on net operating assets
Taxation as a percentage of profit before taxation3
Total liabilities to total shareholders’ funds4
Net borrowings to total shareholders’ funds5
Current ratio
Quick ratio
Interest cover
2

%
%
times
%
%
%
%
%

times

IFRS
2013

IFRS
2012

IFRS
2011

163,1
2 980
587,8
583,2
569,1
370,0

162,0
2 732
658,2
658,3
644,4
370,0

165,3
2 401
809,0
598,3
590,0
330,0

1,5
596,8
596,8
163,7
147 988
102,4
7 493,6

1,7
672,81
672,81
162,6
109 185
89,6
6 107,5

1,8
702,5
638,7
161,6
99 875
106,5
6 579,4

50,8

44,7

53,4

7 266
8 791
6 200
7,8
5,1
12,8
11 897
11 399

6 895
8 170
5 700
9,3
5,4
10,7
11 215
10 710

5 885
6 970
5 101
10,0
5,6
10,0
9 512
9 780

6 645
1 708
200
582
275

6 654
1 753
229
594
253

6 324
1 727
220
636
248

12,9
11,7
2,6
19,9
30,0
27,7
47,9
–
2,2
1,6
119,8

14,2
13,1
3,1
25,1
40,6
30,9
43,6
–
2,1
1,6
142,5

13,9
12,7
2,9
23,5
36,6
29,7
52,6
–
1,8
1,4
210,8

1 The 2012 information was recalculated. Refer to on the ten-year review.
2 The 2008 percentages have been increased by 1,3% each as a result of the NSN commission now disclosed in operating income, whereas income
from NSN was previously disclosed as income from associates.
3 Abnormal items, the STC on a special dividend in 2006 and the share buy-back in 2004 have been excluded in this calculation.
4 These ratios have been restated in 2003 to 2007 to take account of the reallocation of the advance payments from inventory and contracts in
progress to trade and other payables.
5 There were no net borrowings in 2007 mainly due to Quince being equity accounted.
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IFRS
2010

IFRS
2009

IFRS
2008

IFRS
2007

IFRS
2006

IFRS
2005

SA GAAP
2004

178,7
2 502
503,3
505,5
515,7
287,0

178,5
2 258
652,4
651,6
499,5
253,0

177,9
2 060
650,1
651,9
630,1
319,0

176,7
1 390
361,7
272,4
570,3
314,0

173,4
896
411,4
408,4
380,2
222,0

189,9
572
251,9
277,5
277,5
160,0

1,8
767,4
635,6
177,2
85 444
134,4
7 644,8

2,0
797,8
797,0
178,7
71 666
107,7
4 780,6

2,0
629,5
647,7
178,4
67 690
129,8
8 019,9

0,9
345,0
515,2
177,7
70 848
176,3
13 549,1

175,1
953
527,0
524,6
495,3
273,0
200,0
1,9
486,7
701,2
176,3
46 549
138,2
8 519,7

1,7
374,6
662,8
174,4
20 938
92,7
3 473,0

1,7
353,2
(11,0)
171,8
13 452
94,9
2 129,5

67,9

54,6

65,9

89,9

70,7

47,9

49,7

6 201
6 247
4 950
8,3
4,6
12,0
10 988
10 462

5 600
5 900
3 201
11,6
4,5
11,2
10 006
9 866

5 749
8 049
4 528
11,3
5,5
9,1
10 257
10 705

6 700
8 800
6 325
4,1
4,7
11,7
11 904
13 886

6 814
7 745
4 185
7,7
4,0
13,0
12 012
11 644

4 230
4 400
2 600
9,7
5,2
11,1
7 376
7 851

2 790
2 900
1 695
10,0
5,7
10,1
4 792
5 328

6 422
1 662
197
527
229

6 321
1 625
180
530
194

7 196
1 518
219
477
172

6 523
1 468
202
383
166

6 276
1 312
203
439
153

5 320
1 318
172
405
161

5 169
1 209
136
409
149

12,9
11,8
2,9
21,8
34,1
28,5
75,1
–
2,2
1,9
175,4

12,0
11,1
2,9
23,1
32,0
27,0
86,7
0,6
1,7
1,5
54,0

15,2
14,4
3,4
36,5
50,1
29,8
102,6
27,6
1,5
1,2
36,8

14,5
13,8
5,4
48,6
82,4
32,2
92,3
–
1,7
1,3
25,6

16,2
15,5
8,0
56,7
131,9
34,2
226,0
21,5
1,0
0,8
38,1

13,8
13,1
7,7
49,8
108,9
33,8
161,1
13,8
1,1
0,9
42,0

13,0
11,2
7,6
49,3
99,6
36,4
197,8
3,2
1,1
0,8
69,4
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ABBREVIATIONS AND ACRONYMS
Abbreviation

Full name

AFS

Annual financial statements

ARPU

Average revenue per user

BBBEE

Broad-based black economic empowerment

Cafca

Cafca Limited

CO2e

Carbon dioxide equivalent

ECCM

Electronic counter-counter measures

FTE

Full-time employee

Icasa

Independent Communications Authority of South Africa

ICT

Information and communications technology

IFRS

International Financial Reporting Standards

IP

Intellectual property
Internet protocol

IT

Information technology

JSE

JSE Limited

KPI

Key performance indicator

kWp

Kilowatt peak

MICT SETA

Media, Information and Communication Technologies Sector Education
and Training Authority

MSR

Movement and surveillance radar

MWp

Megawatt peak

NCCF

Nashua Children’s Charity Foundation

NHEPS

Normalised headline earnings per share

PE

Price earnings

Reunert

Reunert Limited

SANDF

South African National Defence Force

SAQA NQF

South African Qualifications Authority National Qualifications Framework

SMME

Small, medium and micro enterprise

SOE

State-owned enterprises

Telecom Cables

CBI-electric: Aberdare ATC Telecom Cables (Pty) Limited

VoIP

Voice over Internet Protocol

CORPORATE ADMINISTRATION AND INFORMATION
REUNERT LIMITED
(Incorporated in the Republic of South Africa)
ISIN: ZAE000057428
Short name: REUNERT
JSE code: RLO
Currency: ZAR
Registration number: 1913/004355/06
Founded: 1888
Listed: 1948
Sector: Electronic & electrical equipment

BUSINESS ADDRESS AND REGISTERED OFFICE
Lincoln Wood Office Park
6 – 10 Woodlands Drive
Woodmead 2191
Sandton
South Africa

POSTAL ADDRESS
PO Box 784391
Sandton 2146
South Africa

GROUP SECRETARY AND ADMINISTRATION
Reunert Management Services Limited
Lincoln Wood Office Park
6 – 10 Woodlands Drive
Woodmead 2191
Sandton
South Africa
K Louw
Admitted Attorney to the High Court of South Africa
Directly responsible for secretarial matters
Email: karenl@reunert.co.za
Telephone: +27 11 517 9000
Telefax: +27 11 517 9035

CORPORATE AND SUSTAINABILITY INFORMATION
& INVESTOR RELATIONS
Carina de Klerk
Investor relations and communications manager
Email: invest@reunert.co.za or carina@reunert.co.za
Telephone: +27 11 517 9000
Telefax: +27 11 517 9035

AUDITORS
Deloitte & Touche
Deloitte Place
The Woodlands
20 Woodlands Drive
Woodmead 2191
South Africa
Telephone: +27 11 806 5000
Telefax: +27 11 806 5003

SPONSOR
Rand Merchant Bank (a division of FirstRand Bank Limited)

PRINCIPAL BANKERS
Nedbank Limited
Standard Corporate and Merchant Bank

SHARE TRANSFER SECRETARIES
Computershare Investor Services Proprietary Limited
70 Marshall Street
Johannesburg 2001
South Africa
Postal address

PO BOX 61051
Marshalltown 2107
South Africa
Telephone: +27 11 370 5000
Telefax: +27 11 688 5200
Website: www.computershare.com

Reunert Limited’s first integrated report for 2011 was recently awarded Silver in the Graphis 100 Best Annual Reports 2013, a respected international design competition

125 YEARS OF RESILIENCE

www.reunert.co.za

